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A statement from'. School " • "We at lhe beard accordi~ly': y0ung~lie~le ~'!Terrane:use ' / -: He:said the granting 0fschool. Locke." ,~!i::.(:. ~/~: :~.: :This figure ~ .would be~ : have : already been  given ~:. 
District 88 this week gave yet : lmtthematter on the agenda of : ' sehoeifaCilltles. ,/i. ~ /ii ~ ~ / (  . i r 'facilitlesforsuchrequestsisnot '=: .~,  Furtherlnhlsopenie~. Mr : ~... ~cdusiderably increased should permission to use school i,I 
anoth.er.lside of a s to ry  " ourSepternher ~Uth meet ing , , '  wlmhlukedtocemmentthib~,:..~ :en !y  in" the hands ~ the  ..... E~nfeidsfiited: '~ : . " ' ;  . . . . .  " tlid~ new changes.aH.ow:?public. . facillties,!nterestedlad/esnmy 'i 
PUnnsneammstweek'sherald.- liesaid. : : ' ' weekMr, Locke told the herald ; i ~ . i  The matter of lusurance- • ' 'With thecivlc centre'gone,, meof  School faciltties~ '. ~attend a volleyball-basketball 
Board members ~ met" " 'r : 'ROCKCONCERT :~ that  he c~!d not:iser#e as ~ :enters the picture and before .... . the schools; whleh are the youth -: i : H the lnaurance~:~company.-~-~:~meetin~ .m3heduledferRcom16,.=' 
Wednesday night to discuss a After meeting board spokesmanf0r the board.. ' : ~ any ;  applications can go: " ,"centres of education, mav NOT ~ says no, it w0uldbe up:t0'the " : d Skeena Secondary School, 
change of' policy, w~ieh resistance in planning a local: . .  Mr.Welis, h, owever; said that ' . .  (through, the insurance people; • ' be used for.recreation o f  the . ,party concernediioi': SUppI3/" Wednesday,September~.-.. .  
reportedly became necess~iry • rock Concert, Terrace business the Essente!d isto~ only gave :: i m~.t'f!m.t.g.ive ~eir approval. • : .yo~ung,". '~:; adequate insurance momie~ but :  ' :  These aetivi.ti~ihave.in the: 
slier Terrace's ~one and only ' man Seth Essenfeid wrote an ' " onesideoftheincident, ' "  i ~::.~tacuv|neswmehinthepast : - ~ STATEMENISFALSE " '. •a l so  special supervision of ~ past been unncrmzen un~mga-i 
Community centre collapsed in : open letter 'of protest (entitled • • INSURANCE ::: . -have not Come under a school " Statements like this were: " activities. :. ,.' ~. ;. "' " the use of school facilities and"  
fire. . ' " Mr. Essenfield was s is0. '  ': 'ther~ore call for no~cha6ge in -  
"We knew that  local 
] organizations would "be  
] approaching us and asking use 
[ of school buildings for activities 
| which would normally be held in 
I the community centre~" said• 
spokesman. E. WelLs.- ' 
"ct onv, ions 
pouring t 
In Terrace Provincial Court lieence. He  was checked by. 
Friday Kitimat man Richard police Wednesday after his, 
Letauneau was convicted and vehicle had received $100 in - 
fined$275, damages in a single car 
Police say after squealing the accident Tuesday. 
fires of his vehicle Letauneau Dong Stanwtek of Terrace 
was stopped and found to have a was fined $300 in default 15 days 
alcohol breath reading of .12 . and pr, ohibited from driving in 
He was given "30 days Canada for 30 days.'He was 
suspension of licence default checked in  .a routine RCMP 
15 days imprisonment. Any road check and found to 
rcadeg over .08 may lead to a maintain a breath "reading in 
motorist being charged, excess of .08 
ILLEGAL FISH BREAK-IN 
Terrace man Victor Lincoln Two you'ng menfromKitiamt 
was fined $35 in default 30 days are scheduled to appear in court 
after he was apprehended for this week for their part in a 
selling fish. break-in and entry at the 
Police charged Lincoln on Skeena Chevron Service, 
Wednesday. Friday night. 
Burr Goulet of Terrace was The men reportedly gained 
fined $50 in court Thursday access into the building by 
after he was charged under breaking through the plaster of 
section 45 of the WildLife Act. the roof just above the station's 
"Police say he was found hunting washroom. 
while maintaining'a backdated In further court action 
fish and game iieence. TeLrace man Karl Motz was 
Goulet was given 7 days sentenced to  six months 
default imprisonment for the imprisonment for possession of 
offence which occured on the stolen property. 
19th of July. Police say he was found in 
FORGED possession of a hydraulic 
James Barg of..Terrace was cylinder, valued at $50. 
charged and sentenced to six Motz apppeared before Judge 
m o n t h ~ m p r i s o n m e n t Harvey in court last Friday. He 
Wednesday after he was found will serve his sentence at Prince 
guilty in court for Uttering a-. George Correctional Institute. 
forged document. ....: 
The offense was said to have ~ . 
• occurred hetwe.en.Januaryand .'~:|I i~ . lg~rry .~ ' l=~mtf~l  n
March of this year!when Barg ~ ° " "  r~'.',~..:::.-.. ' 7 :'"I" • ° 
attmpted to pass / the  forged I '  . /,'.i':'.. . : : i "  . 
document in the purchase'of a cnoro   
drug perseription, He will serve " ~ ~ ~ '  
his sentence in Prince George Leonard Crevier of Prince 
Correctional Institute Rupert was charged in Terrace 
DANGEROUS DRIV~NG Wednesday for maintaining an 
A number of .08 alcohol alcoholbreathreadinginexcess 
reading charges were handed of .08, while he was operating a 
out in Terrace Provincial court motor vehicle. 
this week. He was blamed in a two car 
Lawrence Birdstone was accident at.the Lakelse-Kalum 
convicted under the charge and intersection Wednesday. which 
fined $250 in-default 10 days, caused $40 to his own-vehicle 
with a 30 day licence and an estimated $200 to a 
suspension. The offence second 'vehicle, driven by 
occurred on Thursday, Terrace man Peter Croot. 
September 16. Police say both cars were 
Maurice Bedard of Terrace about o observe the red traffic 
was also charged under the light when the Crevier car 
motor vehcile act and fined $375 coming from behind, hit the 
in default 30 days imprisonment rear of the stopped Croot 
and given 45 days suspended vehicle. 
|1  mm~.  
Precious Tid-bits 
KONKO KAALINDAA of Kitimat had no luck in Terrace last 
week, He was warned for speeding and only a few hours later 
charged for speeding. After apparently •passing a police ghost. 
car when the double traffic linedesignated an unsafe passing, 
area. Kaalindaa was pulled.over by the police car and warned of 
the danger involved in speeding, After being set loose onto 
Highway 25 for a second.time, he was again pulled over for 
speeding but his time was charged, In court Kaalindaa was 
fined $50. 
• Failure, Sept. 13) to the board,. He said the'granting of school • .:: ~roof, .such as a .rock concert, . :reportedly' false'. The board is "- 
' and specifically to Board ' facilities for such requests is not , :.. ~ .mustvemorough|yreviewedby ," - 'discussing thematter.and local ' 
Assistant Sccretai-y Treasurer . entirely in the  hands o f ' - t~  j .  :-both the  eoard and the : .  trustees have  formed a 
Fredriek Locke. " • .heard. The matter of insurance i'-:~;insurance ompany "invo.lved. - '  :committee tospecifically study 
in letter Mr. Essenfeldwrotei i enters the Picture and :before ":  =~ ~:" • ' :"  ".  • the change of policy. • 
"It (a music, concert) iwas' , any..applications can .go :i :."He , said Mr. Essenfeld .~ ~ Present insurance policy for 
forced to he:cancelled due ,to through, the insurance .people • i • .therefore had no right to  :thedistrictis ratedat$45,000 for 
Mr. Locke's rofusual to 10t :the must first, give'thor approval.- " criticize the methods of Mr,. fire alone• 
i i i i 
encouraged to attend any of the . policies. ,:. • ' 
committee meetingsstated for.' " A rock concert, on the oilier ~ 
the future : " ' " land. is a matter for furt~r 
REC. COMMII"rEE , s t u d y . . .  " ' 
Some activies spensoured by The next board meeting will , 
the Terrace Recreation be the second Wednesday .~:~ 
Committee according to reports October. 
• . . . ,  . . .  
Here is a 1925 model. I'- Ford, -in perfect running condition. ' i  .1.956 for a sum of+&? dollars. As a matter of interest, he drove 
Terrace owner Art Kuemper this week returned from Humboit / ~the car onto the trailer which by tow brought the car to Terrace, 
Saskatchewan, where h.e. had beenstoring the vintage vehiele~ (Photo courtesy Eric Brorup) 
Today Art plans to restore the beauty.He first bought he car in 
i i • 
Twin 
River 
fined 
Twin River Timber el Terrace 
i n  court Thursday was 
convicted and fined I[112,000. 
..The' company was found 
guilty of allowing slash t imber 
to fall into waters. Inhabited by 
fish. 
, .The charge was earl ier 
brought against the eo~tpany 
by DePartmeniM Fisheries l- 
nspector. Dud Bogart, before ~ 
gning':to ~,Terrace Provincial 
Court. ' : " 
Getting fO iknow your neighbours 
' Starting to-day, each.issue of". 
the Herald will have a picture 
and short story of a citizen of 
the Terrace area. . 
We hope you enjoy this 
feature and it helps you to get to 
know your ncighbours better. 
TO-DAYS CITIZEN. IS: 
vegetables, which she cans 
herself. 
Mrs. Hughan strongly 
suggests that everyone in the 
Terrace area should go to the 
Nass Valley and see the Lava 
Beds, the only ones in CANADA 
you can drive through. 
Magazines survive 
Bennett's ban 
..A survey of Terrace magazine dealers indicates no removal Of. 
magazines containing cigarette and liquor advertising has been 
undertaken. 
• .Dealers report that no pressure has been brought against the 
~ales,' which beginning September ! were banned by the 
provincial government. 
Terrace dealers ay as far as 
..their understanding goes, "there 
m no real policing agent in the 
matter and that only a private 
citizen can file suit against any 
store selling such publications. 
No such suits have been 
reI~rted in Terrace and local 
'RCMP have registered no 
complaints in such regard. 
The dealers have nat 
censored publications and the 
magazines found on Terrace 
shelves three months ago can 
still be purchased. 
NO CENSOP, SHIP 
"We receive our material 
from a province wide magazine 
cirrculation service," one 
dealer  told. the ,bera|d,,"'a, nd ff 
there, is any censorship at.~a~ 
.... .~md3of(theiltne::R: t~ ~k l~.d~( l~ 
• "us here. But we have not taken 
any magazines Off o~r ~sh~ Ires•" 
CENSORSHIP . 
An Another spokesman said 
nearly all publications on 
shelves today eontai=,liquor and 
cigarette ads. 0nly the•~odd 
Canadiari publinatinn such" as 
MacLeans and Star Weekly 
exempt from the banned 
material, but that they are not 
too popular wuth the general 
magazine buying public. . 
He too said that there is a "i00 
per Cent chance that magazines 
on his particular store shelves 
contain the ads. 
NEWSPAPERCLEAN 
The Terrace Herald has not 
carried any such ads since the 
ban's starting date. - 
Although word from 
Vancouver media shows that 
individual/suits have been 
taun.ched and are presently 
seezin_g inj.unctions, for. the 
distribution o f  banned 
advertisement'• containing 
material there, .no court action 
has.been succeasful~ ,•. • ~;- ::\.~ 
awaiUiig:~several:: ...test. cases 
scheduled :for octol~r which 
will decide whether or. not the 
ban legislation is legally 
permiss.able. 
Ladies 
might be ex.clude~. " : , .  
Volley A local  drugs st~re manager  said comic books areperfectiy : , .:~ - 
'" " ' ' Recreation is start ing to i 
becdme' a real thing around: steevi g Ter race•• :  " . :  '. i 
~" .~ " . n ' The ' " reereat ion  commit tee :  
here is,bnnotincing a ladies :. 
i f ~ F ~  .- V0,1 !eyb. J~i l -basketbal l  league: no .. ~ ~.~ .~a~i,~ mectliig:slated for Wednesday, 
September 22. ' '- - 
Though Terrace motorist Those ladieswhbthink either', 
Kenneth B. Fullord claimed it d the twp. sports wight interest'. 
was..defective steering," he thi;in are. encouraged': to drop 
received a, $250 in Terrace into: room. 16 at..iSkcena , 
provincial court.Friday• Secondm'Y School,, W~Inesday• : 
Judge D.K. Me.Adam handed Thosewho have not indicated ', 
down the sentence after Fulford interest:yet can still do so by i 
was involved in a two ear -phoning Sandy Lavallie/at 635-. 
accident Friday. ,? 2344. 'Two 'additional numbers', 
He reportedly had improper t0hepboncd perferabty',after 6: 
insurance coverage while p.m. are 635-5703 (Marg Hanna) i
operating a motor vehicle. In and 635-6787 (Terry KluSs):".., 
c~rt Fulford. claimed that he  The'planned meeting is'one of 
was just trying out the car and the first steps .to launch, the: 
that something.was.wrong with recreation committee's ,; fall• - 
pro~am. ' the steering, i . .  , ': t 
MRS. 'KAY HUGHAN In the accident helreportedly 
struck a second car driven by ; 
Manuel .Da Silva .which was - " " / " "  ' ~ 
proceeding eastbound on.  cENTENNIAi~MEMO--'In:i863'. 
Lazelle; '" :, .: -' .:. gold. was , ,d~ove~ on !the' 
Police say noinjuriea resulted Ki~teimy River.and by year's ;.. 
and the accidel~t~;~0ccured end"there~Were;t,000:~menem-:. • 
arotmd 12:15 September i7. ' ploy~d thdre~ .~', i :: : / ,  :, 
i i  • • 
, DES'ibITE RUMOURS to the contray, the herald will be • ~" 
: published On a daily basis, starting September 23. This may M~. Hughan has ll~,ed in"the 
i come ~is h surprise to our readers but it has come as a greater Terrace area for 15 years on the 
surprlsetoourstaffmembers.With someadjustments toour bi. , "Hughan Farm: Located" near 
weekly schedules and 'stockingup "a few more- cases of ASA Aiyaash in'the Nass Valley; the 
tablets, we should be able to give you a paper for Momnday to farm' provides• her With all the, 
Friday. News from Kitimat and eventually Prince RUPERT necessary fruits and 
BEESTABLISHED~Fur'therdetail'dwfl[hepublished'pri0i!t0"~'~~:A:'~!' i PRODUCTION AND SOMEDAY IT IS  HOPED THAT A . . . . .  ~ e d o p e  I R ? n '  l e . . a g  i ~ - - i n g  m a - , . r i i i i : ?u  a , '  3 i i i l i  
A FOUR YEAR OLD tamed horse killed itself Friday. After first " " ..-. 
MUNROAND ons Without gtvmg their "-' Scientifietesisinin'~:nmtter and'!,~: 
finding the mare missing from her teacher in a pasture at 3607. ~ 
Eby, owner J.P. Olsondiscovered the horse lying dead in a pool h~eir findings "a~, not',: 
of blood just a short distance from the pastm'e. After first . ~ RICK_ KNIGHT legalizationnames' h wever,ofMarijuana wouldmany told how :- are,. only today being launcbed i ~ expectedperhapa for fOr•years.SOmeUme..The spoke-i" 
susp,ecting foul play in.. the, matter i Terrace' ROMP were /Who~hus the authority, to say affect heir own livos. The non: m-S l '~  | ] ~  sman said that over. the: • 
summouedto investigate. Now that all thefacts.are in; if is :" ' :Marijuanads 6r is:not harmful, users invoved in ~rsurvey had I lmStfew yearssome bookshave" 
suspected that thehorse simply broke away d~Hng the night and/ - Some .one:. in '  Ottawa this their:ideas also. - " been written about he subject. 
while/-uanlng through:a field adjacentto Caled~ada Seconday' month.suggested hat,' harmful i Doctors here and across .the ~ Ohly a_hou{ five percent ,f~t~hese. 
Sch0Ol,open fr0mrantheint°incident.a hid TheSnagolsonsTherep0rtedhorse's elmst t yhad'waStheripPpedmare 'or not, Marijuana be legalized, coUntry are reportedly, struck 1 are in a'ny way factual While the 
.Reports from the Committee on withawe over the government's rest arestrictly garbage.. 
only,cue month. " ': ;:~ • " ':" youth were in favor. , ~ ' / .  contemplation verthe matter. To say Marijuana is harmfdl: 
. . . . . . . . .  "- ' "'" ; "Due to this movement of One .docter~liere in Terrace - at this time is to say that 
Weather nofp:il " ' " ' "  , ' ! : ! . opinion, some questions have:, ralsedtl~ questi0n, that ff the perfectly • harmleSk~: ~;:aed r o r  artse~ Should the majority i~ federal, g~ernment has the • recommended fo r  junior's'.  
• " .... people decide for themselves'or . a~ithority ~ leagalize such a • birthday perty. Both~ ai~::~ ]
The. weat]ler'man belieVes~bdr ~indisn Summer,/,may).be should/medical experts decide ." drug, ,do6si: it, also:, have the..... ,, rather meaningles~ s~f~, i i/~,,,, 
prolonged'by a ridge of highpressure. Blue skles:~ndsunny for the p~ople. '" ~.: " me~icai:rigbt of authorit~:i " .... ~tS lag  nsthere ls .~t ra~/ . : ;  l periodscould last • until Tuesday. : . ./ ' ' " There .appears to be • ii0 • :A '" '  Terrace::. medical ~ ' el d6Ubt lhorugh, lieco~fln~t/i!' ~. Hesays,an approachkig paeific~ co!d/frOnt:wiU visit us answers. Newspapers and ~pokesman:told'the herald that ., thedrugs~eul t tbe~'~{ed. :  ;~'~ 
Weines_day m0rning and probably~wre~ 'erything, t .  " . television .programs each da~, ~el a~ts  arenot he issues , Ac~.ngtoa  t rak[:Stt '~t:) i  
: ~ " ~ " i . ". := bring out : more bits 0f  t:stal~e. No majWi!yof people~( 
:"Molst air"in thewake of the front'wlll brlng douda'aml showm inlor~nation • and add, .to ~:th~ ,=termine, ..,.~: the".. ~ersons i- w~s~ .a ~iakt.:~ ', .~e:: >. :-.
byWednesday aRerii0on,,~ Highs. and. Iowa' for •.Monday ~. al -general. •eha011C..nal~. ,!~ 1~ ~i~i~,comn10dil~...,.: ~ ~  :,.. ~•~ .: .,~• :..... 
Tuesday  are expe~ted,arotmd~ and ~i wlille the following t, is= " " - • " " '.,,: ' : "  "" ,~i i l?: fmpltcations • i !  iii.!d~r!~i 
days will bring Iower.averageaat 55aiid4e;.~,. (,l 4':':. ~/;i ,~ :,~ .... me., . . ' eets~ i 'act /~ ..... ',~ i . .  r.. 
. Temperatures ~b~0r~.at. Terra0/~Klt~t!~Al~rf last.We •--'.Terrace to at least get th~:vte~ iS~he ~Ui i~ . : ,  [i'/!~'~ ; ti~i:; 
showed lilghe~ . . . .  and 10ws'hir Tuesday.: 159-~A; .~edn~y ~ : ,~i our own t0wnspeepl i~,:  . T~ ~ ~r0Ven:' negatin'/.. ~ . .~: .  i:ks'. ~ 
Th~day  67-44.and for Frid~ty:69~::,i ~ '~:, •••: .'," • ' :  ':it~ qua~i i t~  iis t,~ne;,i~;/:~;'".',~i,:/.i I~i, i,; °!i!:)i~i!iiii! ~?~i i :  !~7 =!] ~;•' :~be-. /~th~i tmpl ie iR l~;  to  , ~ i~-~- ,  ,: 
. . . .  ~ ;. ,. : .: .,'~ .~. /,~:.....],,~..:... • ~ . . . .  
PAGE 2 
Rick and Ri.ck 
Cont 'd  f rom Page I. 
marijuna. 
Despite any possible invalld 
results, we equipped ourselves 
with a 35ram Peniax camera 
and a Hilrey notebook as we 
ventured out into the pedestrian 
land. 
Perseus aged between 16 and 
63 years fell into our. line of 
questioning. Asking consistant 
questions we seemed to receive 
consistant answers. 
All were generallyn favour of 
Marijuana. Some said hurrah 
for the government's attempt to 
support their favourite pastime 
while the others, the non-users, 
said if people want o smoke the 
drug, they are certainly going to 
smoke it. Harmful or not it 
should be legalized and thus 
make things a little simpler. 
Black marketing and possible 
chances of impure products 
would thus be done away with. 
Numerous jail terms would also 
be dispensed with. 
GARRY WALLER, 16: in 
favour. If legalized, people 
should smoke wherever they 
want, not restrictions like the 
drinking of liquor. I do not think 
marijuana is a problem today. 
We all enjoy it. Yes, I think the 
government will soon legalize 
it. 
(Name witheld), 17; in favour. 
Would like to see controlled 
sales. No, I would not use 
Marijuana more often if it were 
leagalized. 
DAN DUFFUS: 20; in favour. 
Freelance trading should be 
allowed and jail sentences be 
thrown-out. Marijuana led me 
away from chemical drugs. 
Marijuana easier on my health. 
Marijuana lso easy to get here 
but expensive. Many kids here 
smoke the stuff. 
WOLFGANG WICHMANN, 20, 
against. It is harmful to smoke 
marijuana. My friend smokes 
marijuana regularly and 
really changed over past 
months. It would he harmful if 
legalized. I did try smoking it 
once. but was not impressed. 
GEORGE MANN, 63; in favour. 
1 think government will 
legalize• Majority of people 
desire it and no harmful'effects 
from marijuana re apparent. 
it is harmless, I would like to 
the same status given to the 
drug as presently given 
alcohoL.what's the difference, I 
have never tried it myself 
(marijuana). 
JIMI ? 15; in favour. My big 
th!ng i s to someday smoke with 
my parents. Turn them on. Yes, 
government will legalize 
marijuana...may be 10 years f- 
rom now. Should be sooner. I
would hate to serve time behind 
bars. 
(Name Withheld) 55; my son 
spent ime in jail for possession 
of marijuana• Legalization 
would solve a lot of problems. 
Just like prohibiton days. 
Underhanded methods of sales. 
Bootlegging. Should be 
controlled by government. 
These are only a few samples 
of opinions we heard this week. 
Out of 23 additional interviews 
23 in-favour opinions resulted. 
No word from the federal 
government has come in this 
respect, Further studies are 
being conducted and legislation 
into the matter awaits the 
finings of these (more science 
oriented) studies. " The 
Committee on Youth produced 
more of a youth census and did 
' ~ " ~ , ~ . . . . .  -; -; ~' TERRACE HERALD,. TERRACE,  B .C .  lq 
' COMMi take a stroll •At  munro 's . . .  U l 
things. ,~;: ~ !~ The Terrace Air d,g ' t ?  I advi" that thore has ' ' "  When B.'C. Liberal party change in he date  .of their President Mel Couvelier spoke : • . 
with the Herald last month he parades. 
said legalization is really a far- The cadets will be parading 
• on Thursday nights at 7:00 p,m. 
off story. Personally he spoke i in the basement of Skeena 
Secondary School. All boys 13 to 
Getting a Joint statement from local towns people about he 18 inclusive will be welcome. 
XXXXXX legalization of marijuana sure has its drawbacks. Getting a joirjt 
of marijuana from the towns people would indeed be a much . The Terrace Community 
• ..... .. :.~::; • . . - . .  ., 
, :: " , : ..... , . . . . . . . . .  ~.MONDAy, S 
• t 
.... Woffgang Wichmann 
against the legalization of 
marijuana and cited past 
experiences with people of the 
medical profession which put 
ill-effects on the usage of the 
drugs. 
If you happened to be left out 
in our street survey and "feel 
quite strongly about he matter, 
send your letters to the herald, 
box 399, (editorial department) 
Tractor 
trailer 
sp i l l s . . . ,  
. • . . .  . ' , . : - -  : : .  n .-: : :~:-~ "m,:.:- ;.:...:.7 ' . - . ! . " , : , ;  :--'-~: -,,.. , .  ' . ' ,  : .~.' " " :"~"i :  ~.. ,.:;'.~. • . . . .  . . : ' " ' , :~ , '  
Cadets Choir Wfll'hold it's f/rat practise ' 'is ent i t ied / , J~  (~-isf~nd the, .:: ,don  f k r low:  w~} 
ofthesessonofS.eptember20at ~t ianL f fe ,  +,, .i::.:,.i//:. : " ~ .~" , . ' - "  ' ,":~ 
The ~t l se  will be , ~,  de~d rlses:•and: as " , /  / ' ' f ' : ~ : ' : ~ ~" :':~ p.m;, • : ;fO fu rn . : , ro  . :~. 
held at St. Matihev~ Anglican . ,e~de~becomeavaflab]e, other : ;::: TORN.: TO US ':"ii~" 
Church. Anyone who enjoys programS;will be I n l t ia~• ' :  i W 
singing and having fun  is : (T~roandExplorem for youth- " : 
welcome, to come out, as Well as 'family and adult  :~: '? : ' /:.::.. 
Interested persons carl contact ' programs;):- - .- . ' .. . . . .  : CONFIDENCE 
Stuart McCaHum at 625-4,~1. ' The Youth  group "IT" . ,  . 
xxxxxx  :" ( invdved teem)Will resume • . " ' 
activities 
i l  - - I I J / I /d~ 
l{nox United Church is this 'Sunday at 6:30 : IV laC I~/ '~T~.  
Damage figures were high 
Thursday when a tractor trailer 
driven by Ernest Barley of 
Lacombe, Alberta went into the 
ditch on a stretch of Highway 
16, near Remo. 
Police estimate $1400 in 
damages after Barley was 
eastbound on the highway and 
hadattempted to pass a parked 
transport truck. While passing, 
the right rear of the trailer 
caught he parked truck and 
froced the tractor trailer out of 
control. 
Unable to correct he loss of 
control on the ensuing piece of 
narrow road, Barley could not :, 
prevent his vehicle,[rein gor~-  
into " • r~q~.~ the ditch. .. ~ .  
Police report no injuries noz:"' 
charges. The accident was said : 
to have occurred around 6pm., 
September 16. 
Giving information a d personal opinions seemed to he one th- 
ing, but giving a name and standing for a few seconds in front of |s completely weather sealed. September 20at 8 p.m. Election 
35ram Pentax camera lens was another and very unusual thing : ~ ' Where are leaks most likely "" Of officers for the 1971-72 season 
to find in our interviewees. " :,:., . .  zo oeeur, and what's the be,t "N '~tA I  . . . .  " . . . .  • " w=y So paleh them? " ~.vv  Will take place. All members 
We did, despite large odds, manage to get a few names and A: You're wise to use the . " are asked to attend. 
photos. Those who refused to cooperate did have their feeble. " pleasant fail. weather for this - . ,  - .. : . . . .  
excuses. The young people were afraid of bow their parents - " pb, especially when the build-" 
might react to seeing their son's- daughter's name in the paper"- mg will be unoccupied during" O W n  ers  
in regards to such an unspeakable topic as marijuana. ,The old waterthe wint rseepagemonthS.can Prolongedresult in. ' "' 
people were in turn afraid of how:their son's anddaughters costly repairs which could ~ --~f[=~ tore  i 
might reacL Unfortunately, there were not enough orphans or have been avoided with a l ittle r s 
bachelors in the crowd to constitute a fair pictorial nor preventive maintenance. ' ' 
responsible opinion pall. DANGER SPOTS TO CHECK: Bert's Delicatessen 'has ne~ 
We would like to thank those persons who freely cooperated Check to be sure that flash .• 
with us. We will in turn try to do justice to your photograpK To ings around the chimney and" owners! Siegfried an£ 
vent stack arein good condi; Hildegarde Kriegl assumec 
the frightened ones, wesay thank you anyways and a segement tion, as this is where leaks ownership of the : populaz 
of our detective department will look after you. often develop. Gutters als0 delicatessen on July 1 of thi., 
should be examined for holes' 
simpler task. p .m.  with supper, a t  the I:: " 
Nevertheless, I joined staff member Rick Knight this week preparing to launch-it's Fall and basement su i te  of Elaine ' FUNERAL 
and together we ventured out into the wonderful world of ~ Winter programs. Sunday Edmonds-:at ~7.42 Straum~ . 
pedestrians. ~ ,Church School w i l lbeg in  Avenue. .  : , ,As , ,  
Perhaps my spurs were showing, but many persons thought Sunday, September 19at11 a.m. " Far further i'nformation, I ' lU~/ t l ' .  
with registration and Rally contact 635-6014 or 635-3471. -- Phone 635-2444 that instead of being curious nosed newspaper reporters we. 
were really a pair of narcotic experts Working for the RCMP Sunday Family Service. • ' x x x x x 
(plainclothed division). Parents are  encouraged to Terrace, B.C. 
A lot of parsons seemed quite responsive to our questions and i register their children" and join The annual general meeting 
freely let their tongues flap away. Others pulled up the zippers DY TOM TREMFIX them in a worship celebration, of the Terrace Concert 
Classes are available from Association will be held in the on their head bonnets and quite honestly ran away, dropping Q= Before 1 dose our sum- nursery to intermediate ages. .,11 Serving' Kitimat 
theirjointsinthegrassastheyquiddyturnedfromus. " " mer ¢oltage for the season, 1. basement of the Terrace 
want !o make sure the roof The program theme this yeai.'" i :Centennial Lii~htry on Monday ~. , . . . .  i 
September 18 - 25th has been 
proclaimed as Jaycee Week in 
Canada. The Terrace Junior 
Chamber of Commerce Unit is 
planning a Membership drive 
during this week. All interested 
or rusted areas. Tack down- Jacee Week is sny shinglesthatmayneed: it. Apply Instant Patch to an~ 
area that looks doubtful. .. 
Th is  self-reinforcing soft September 18-25 . .o~.,,  paste contains non-"  
rotting bristle. It is applied 
with a brush and dries to a" 
Jim McKay now President of Iong-lastiog, tough mat re- 
the Chamber of Commerce. sulting in a complete seal. One 
These men can attribute most of application ¼" thiek will take 
care of holes or cracks up to their success to theLeadership ~,~" in size. 
abilities they learned by. in LET IT RAIN 
Jayeees. 'The Chap who says his roof 
Jaycess were first formed in only leaks when it rains and 
St. Louis in 1915 by Henry when it rains he can't fix itl 
doesn't have that excuse any 
Giessenbier. The first Jaycee longer. Instant Patch sticks 
unit outside the U.S.A. was to both wet and dry surfaces. 
formed in Winnipeg in 1923. If the weatherman doesn't 
Jaycees are now in 80 Countries cooperate the day you plan to 
of the free world and number winterize your roof. you can 
Still do the job. You may get 
425,000 young men. In Canada wet, but the inside of your 
Jaycees are 6,500 strong and in cottage won't. 
190 Canadian Communities, in If you have a specific prob- 
all ten Provinces and the lem with a leaky roof, write to 
Yukon. Tom Tremfix describing the 
type of mot and the problem 
If you are a young man area in detail. Tom Tremfix, 
betwen tbe ages of18 and 40 and The Tremco Manufacturing 
want ogetahead, one sure read Company (Canada) Ltd., 220 
to success is to  be!ong to , WickateedAve., Toronto 17; 
Ontario. Jaycees. .~.. . .  .. . 
HOWTOGET 
young men between the ages of 
18 and 40 are invited to attend 
their dinner meeting September 
22rid at 6:30 p.m. at the Blue 
Gables Restaurant on Hiway 16 
West. 
been: Bob Cooper, Frank 
Skidmore, Arnie Apples, Jeff 
Harris, Dr. Ken McPherson and 
In past years the local ~Iaycee 
Unit has been very active, more 
recently they have been 
involved in such projects as the 
Arena Fund campaign, The 
Terrace Air Show, and 
sponsoring All Candidate 
meetings at e!ection time. The 
. I~  unit also p~oduces.the only 
atttl~ntic Fi~l~iffR ;Gtd~e book 
. e  Ter r~r~:~_  ~ . - 
'The Terrace: Unit" was first 
Chartered in ]952 by the Prince 
Rupert Jaycees. Past members 
of the Terrace Jaycees have 
m | 
Meeting scheduled 
The Skeena Guides and 
Brownies are about o start for 
another year. Unfortunately 
they are very short on leaders. 
If anyone is interested in 
assisting with these groups they 
are asked to please contact Mrs. 
Urban at 635-78"29• Below is the 
schedule for the meeting but if 
no help is found within one 
month some of the Companies 
and Packs will have to close 
down. 
The first Skeena Company 
needs a leader. 
• The second Skeena Company 
will meet on Tuesday from 7-9 
p.m. at Cassie Hall. 
The third Skeena Company 
will meet on Tuesday. from 7-9 
p.m. at Clarence Michael. 
BROWNIES 
The first Skeena. Pack will 
meet from 3-5 p.m. on Monday 
at Clarence Michael. 
,,The second Skeena Pack Will 
meet from 3-5 p.m. on ~onday 
at ThornhilL 
The third Skeena Pack will 
meet from 3-5 p.m. cn Tuesday 
at Cassie Hall. 
The fourth Skeena Pack will 
meet from 3-5 p.m. on Tuesday 
at Thornhill. 
ARCTIC  CAT 
• 
BIG MON  
OUT OFYOURHOUSE 
WITHOUT SELLING IT 
Come to Avco Financial  
Services. 
If you own a home, paid for 
or not, you may borrow $2,000 or 
moreatAvcobasedon the 
equity in your home. 
An d you can u se the money 
any way you want to. 
For home remodel l ing or other 
improvements . . ,  to refurnish your 
home. . ,  for investments.  ;. you 
name it. 
You' l l  be surpr isedhow low 
your monthly payments may be. 
And,  they can be tai lored to fit 
year. 
Mrs. Kriegl is a familiar fac~ 
to many Terrace residents. Sb 
started work in the oh 
delicatessen on Lakelse sore 
after her arrival in Terrace 1( 
years ago from Stutgart 
Germany. When Bert Meadow~ 
opened the dell on Park Ave 
she began working for him an( 
continued when Mr. and Mrs 
John Wallbergs took over th( 
store in 1968. 
The Kriegis have 3 sons; on( 
at the University of Victoria 
one at Caledonia High and on( 
little boy just three years old. 
Mr. Kriegl is emptoyed b) 
Pohle Lumber Co. 
Excelk 
all rou~ 
visibilll 
tinted 
heated 
defrost 
\ 
Automatic option 
leaves one hand free 
to maintain order.. 
What is inexpensive to buy, 
economical to run and has room 
for all these monstrous children? 
Datsun wagon, of course. 
because 
Bn's g~.., 
contr'~]l: 
/ 
the vinyl 
~hoJstery 
; looking 
)od even 
iddy feet 
ble gum. 
T~ 
one sol 
unit f¢ 
rattle either. more load space when you 
fold • the rear seat down. 
The wagon's got 5 doors 
so you can pile in 
.extra stuff without" 
• your budget. 
So think about what you Could • 
do with big money. Then call us. lke,TSUH " .  • i 
kaiiwu mily 
. , :  • . . .  
. . . .  messing .up :what's ~ 
. . ' : :  "alreadythere,-' : .  
• . . . . . ,  " ' "  
&= 
:..': : 
- ' '  
: (3dlF "= - 
' ",' ~b i l l  E~ ' 
" '  '~" " " : :" "": '~i . . . .  .* 
" ' ' " ~"~¢hove themt Lnx P " " • '.~-' :};:'  ~'i '- • 'Y urea Panther Anna hard-and-" 
. .  i ,~f~si~runn g neYvcomer, th'e Che'etah. We'i;ave big 'im;entor~,'.  ' .... 
//:. ~. ::': ::i./i~,ncl'w=ihave!iotk'Of ~Cois'cominq in:all'the tme So ,-,,~-,-,,'. " 
':i'i~ .. .... :.~:.i.~.if:~ust any (:at won t do . .  try. us.first. Chances ~ 
." re.better you ]!;lrind your Cat here  ~-=~l~J '  
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At Datsun,we:~uiid Solid, reliable 
.: " i : Canadian safetyend"poliotion 
, contr01.reqtlirement,: BUt, 
~ : because.it's still niceto drive 
somQthing you .can.lova  little 
too, we'makea oholce of Datsun 
. . . . .  models . . . .  sedans; a fastback, 
aWagon, a pickup and even aGT . ~  : 
} : sports oar. Datsun le el! the¢ai' (and 
. . . . .  " . . . .  ' "  " " ~all the.cars)y0u really need;:-,~'.::: . -.. 
;ii :::!: !.*.TSUNieOO WAaON;•Uom ~,,70S, die mor l ;~Or~your -m~¢ar :  PRODUCt 
' ~:::: . . . .  , " "  " "  OFNI,~gAN ~. 
', ;::.::*a~o,h;'d-=;z~, p. .  F,o.s.'vin(o~,~:',io;o, o, .=nt.,~, He f.~ tahoe... Lo.I ,~,=h, ' ..... Iloencs .l~ovIn©lll tu, I f  spp, l|0sb s, (Ixtrs • 
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Our Opinion 
Gross s .,gnorance. 
Early last week, world famous actor 
John Wayne demonstrated what could 
be said to be gross ingorance in his 
press statement, "it's none of Canada's 
business...", referring to the scheduled 
Amchitka bomb blast. 
This man, being as famous as he is 
must be aware that the fault line that 
makes up the Pacific Ring of Fire runs 
from Amchitka Island down the Alaska 
panhandle, down the coast of B.C., 
Washington, Oregon, California, 
Mexico, Central America, South 
America, across the south Pacific, 
through the archepelegos in the south 
seas, up through Indo-China and the 
Far East, through Japan, Northern 
China, Korea, Eastern Russia, and 
back across the Bering Straight to 
Alaska again. 
It is very much the business of 
Canadians that the United States could 
consider starting what could be a 
cataclysmic chain-reaction of 
earthquakes, tidal waves and possibly 
even the odd volcano through one of 
Canada's richest resource areas. 
It is very much the business of Japan 
that the United States would seek to 
test a bomb that will never be used at 
the risk of their entire nation. It is 
reasonable that the countries 
bordering on the ring of fire should be 
get it? Has this actor the right to state 
what is and what is not the business of 
the people his countries could  
conceivably destroy with the test? Not 
likely. 
This man is going on the premise 
that since nearly everyone in the 
collective countries that make up the 
world know who he is, for that reason 
he has the right to say what we should 
or should not do. 
Would this man have the intestinal 
fortitude to travel with the people of 
the Greenpeace? Does it mean 
anything to him while he sits in his 
glass castle in New York that his 
professional home could very well slide 
into the ocean? It doesn't appear that 
he cares. 
How many people really do care? 
John Wayne is typical of numbers that 
probably run into the millions of people 
who really couldn't care less. 
After all what is a couple fewer cities 
along an already over populated coast 
(California, Oregon, Washington...). 
What difference does it make if a 
couple of insignificant little cities 
(Prince Rupert~ Terrace, Ketchikan, 
Wrangell, Petersburg, etc., etc., etc.,) 
disappear into the muddy water that 
used to be the Pacific Ocean? 
What difference does it make to a 
"Oh, sir! - About that gratifying horde of eager, 
expectant, determined, returning MPs-  they AIN'T , .. !" 
. , i!."! I: 
BILL SMILEY " ' 
The ivory covered halls of learning 
Teaching in our school this 
fall has been a combination o! 
walking the plank and running 
the gauntlet. 
When school opened, about 
fifteen hundred kids and eighty 
teachers walked into something 
that looked as though the Irish 
Republican Army had been 
using it for a couple of years as 
a testing round for bombs. 
A new addition, about the 
third since I came here, was in 
completechaos. 
The termites are the 
electricians,plum bars, floor 
and ~eiling men and others of 
the ilk. If you aren't tripping 
over an electric cable or 
walking through some fresh- 
poured concrete, you're liable 
to be showered withsparks by a 
welder working overhead. 
The library isn't ready, there 
is no cafeteria, and the gym is 
not finished. These are pretty 
E202 or 204. I'm still not sure 
which. 
Time was, when a little grade- 
niner would ask, "Sir, can you 
tell me where Mr. Kacklin's 
room is." I would answer with 
sublime confidence, "Sure. 
Just along the hall to the boiler 
room, turn right, and it's about 
three doors down on your left." 
Now I haven't a clue where Mr. 
Kacklin's room is. I think he's 
moved some-where, and the 
themseives, like carpenters 
who would never tackle 
anything bigger than an out- 
door privy.. Perhaps I wrong 
them. Pehaps they are 
hampered by rigid budgets. But 
I can't imagine any firm that 
specializes indesigning schools 
being asked to build something 
that combined aesthetics and 
Utility. 
" However, there's always a 
hrightside to things. The public uptight that the Giant of Middle country that has gotten into more hot its glorious death throes. That 
America is threatening to not only rock : water lgtely than e~ough, if they., heat means it might be finished in six 
- ,~' " ' '~ +" : "+"' " "+ ""  '+" "~ "":"" :"~-'+ months, " wa ' ' '" ear ,but possibly sink th~+~;b0at of ~ .~h~i~ wa~ a l i~ .~.by~e:~. :  ,.g, ~ ~ ,  
.- . . . .  • . . . . . .  ,: . - . .  it wasnt~o bll .flurm <+last,' 
It is very much the business of all Who cares? • d. g 
persons concerned with ecology that 
one of the worlds biggest offenders in 
the field of pollution should propose to 
contaminate the waters of the- 
northern Pacific with deadly radio- 
active waste material. 
John Wayne seems to speak with 
some idea of authority...where does he 
We care, John Wayne. We care 
about theproposition to destroy half of 
the world. It is our business, and we. 
care about it. 
Mind your own business about who is 
minding whose business concerning 
something that is none of your 
business, Mr. Wayne. 
important areas in a school that 
size. 
D+~!Cyou every try to tea 
payted,, w~th a jackhammer 
blasting a few feet away? It's 
winter and': spring; because like trying to have an elegant 
most of the construction was garden party in the middle of a ' 
outside: brick piling and steel monsoon. 
work. In fact, it was quite 
lively, especially in the spring, 
with the Italian workers ogling 
the girls through the windows 
and being ogled back, and 
drinking beer on the job and 
yelling and laughing. 
But during the summer, the 
termites, the inside workers, 
got into the mausoleum and the 
result, for a while at least, is 
Did you every try to teach 
anything in a room that has one 
naked light bulb at the back and 
is so full of somebody else's 
junk (equipment), that you 
couldn't see your students even 
if you had lights? 
Just to compound the 
confusion, the numbers of all 
the rooms have been changed~ 
Thus, my old room, 269, is now 
NADINE ASANTI: 
place is so big I couldn't tell the 
kid how to get there ff I did 
know. 
.,, ~It,took me talk an hour.to find 
the new staff "lounge", which 
turned out tobe a square, bleak, 
underground hole with no 
windows and a couple of light 
bulbs hanging from the ceiling. 
In the proposed cafetorium (a 
bastard word if there ever was 
one), the windows were sealed 
off because it would be air- 
conditioned, Can you imagine 
what it will he like in.there with 
the smells of cooking and five 
hundred bodies, on a hot day. 
It seems to me that school 
architects are in a class by 
address ystem is not working. 
The bells are not working. 
These are two boons; ahd Ihope 
they n'ever get,them~,~Wd~itt-g/ 
None of the teachers has gone 
stir-crazy, yet, despite the 
arc'dtect:s fetish for 
windowless rooms. In fact, 
there's a certain gaiety and 
• "~prit de corps among the staff, 
the sort of thing that always 
emerges in a great disaster, like 
a bombing, blitze or "a 
paralyzing blizzard. 
And [he kids love it. Kids love 
confusion, especially in their 
teens, when they begin to resent 
bitterly regulations, rules and 
rigidity. 
IN MY VIEW 
It was a grey day when the sand, 
water and sky all blended mistily. I 
was sitting on a log at Spanish Banks 
with my two youngest children. We 
had a bag of crusts and the seagulls 
• were circling hopefully above us .  
I noticed a very tall couple 
walking hand in hand down the 
shoreline toward us. 
• As "they neared I noticed the man 
had a slightly grey, bushy beard. He 
wore tweeds and brogues. His 
jacket had leather patches at the 
elbows. All that was missing was a 
good briar pipe. The woman was a s 
tall as he with no makeup and good 
sensible walking clothes. 'I 
remember thinking she lool~ed 
gaunt, yet there was an aura of 
.peace and tranquillity in her, eyes 
and in the set of her facewhich made 
her almost beautiful. 
longer stomach the internal and 
external policies of the, U.S.A. 
J im had a responsible job in the 
Forestry Department on the U.B.C. 
campus. Marie was a wildlife 
'illustrator whose work had appeared 
in NationaiGeographic and other 
highly ' respected national 
magazines. She had also illustrated 
many ;children's nature books and 
her talents were continually in 
demand by book publishers. 
I'was writing for the Vancouver 
Sun  at that time and they 
complimented me on; an. article 
• + Whichhad appeared in the Previous 
day's editori~Ipa.ge in defence of Dr. 
Spock's civil rights stand. : 
We formed a mutual admiration 
society 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 201 
T ,  " 
' The, F~h G, vem~n-t~ i 
go ing  ahead.with lls'+mdes i 
nuelear.?tests at .MU/p~o 
+: Lagoun'In the Soutlt/.,Pdeffi 
despite the strenuous pro~ < 
; ' Peru, Japan and New Zealm 
' Peru has threatemd .to' brea 
diplomatic relations antl Ne  
Zealand has : sent-11. '~pi~ote~ 
notes" over the tests.. . ~, ...+ 
'But nothing, seems to ~dg! 
the French; Recently,'~the~ 
-exploded a high.;po,were~ 
device, evidently a l~.drlge~ 
hamb;: It was the fifth this Yr ~e~i 
andthe 44th French nucle~ 
.. Since the country detonated its 
: first atomic bomb in 1960. 
In  the same way as a 
resolution by South Pacific 
leaders opposing these tests 
have not deterred France, sc 
Canada's +protest about tlm 
coming U.S. underground test 
on Amehi~a Island in the 
Aleutians has. merely been 
noted inWashiugton. 
, The'Americans are plalming 
to go' ahead :'in. October./with 
. the i r  "five megatyan .ffbinb 
. explosion = which will' be'~lUal 
• to  the force of five million toni 
. Of TNT, '2S0 times, more 
powerful than the bomb that 
wrecked Hiroshima in 1945. 
There ape fears the U.S. bomb 
might cause, earthquake, a
tidal wave and radiaUon. ~ 
The South Pacific lagoon of. 
Murorea is a long way  f~om 
- . Canada, the Aleutians are"on~ly 
.. . about  1,400 mlIe~f, from 
:- " Anchorage, Alaska. +in beth 
• cases, +however, Can'adians 
ought to be equally co~derned 
and should make their.protests 
heard more  loudly so that they- 
reach the ears of both •Prime 
Minister Trudeau and President 
Nixon. The fallout from'the 
French tests and the dangem.of 
the U.S. five megaton bomb are 
the problem of every hum0n 
being interested in preserving 
our already shaky environment. 
Board of Evangelism 
ad SocialServices, 
" United Church of Canada 
'! 
Centennial 
briefs: 
CENTENNIAL MEMO - Alei't 
Bay was named in 1860' by 
Captain Richards of 'HMS 
Plamper. It was named after 
,the.17-gun screw corvet~ HM S 
Vancouver Electric TramwaY, 
opened in 1890. Servic~ was 
extended to New Westminster 
in 1892. 
X X X X X X  
Youngsters-stand to gain 
most by Eating • for Heart 
Health. The earlier in life that 
correct eating habits are for- 
med, the better the chance of 
reducing ~he risk of A heart 
disease, says the B.C. Heart i 
Foundation.. 
• . . , .  . 
their hearth. Their big dog wanders 
from guest to ~uest with-wags of 
friendship. Thelr'home:isa happy, 
good place to be. They are rehl 
people, very. deeply, in touch with 
each other and with life. They are a 
"together" family. :: 
But Marie and the children are ,. 
alone nov). Late last Wednesday : ~ 
night, Jim Bohlen and eleven other ~: ': : 
brave• men sailed slowly from:::/ 
Vaneonver' harbour on their lonely 
terrifying way • t0 the- coast of . : .  
Amchitka Island ,where early in+, ~.: 
Occtoher, the,United States intends :~ 
to test a five megaton bomb. They -. ' 
will protest in their ownsilent way . ,  i 
'. against th'e insanity of such obsolete.' i 
.testing which could .devastate: a ~i",: 
:portion of the earth with quakes and :+!, :: 
tidal waves, aiid which Surely wllI~/:-'.~ !, 
kill and mutilate thousands, of birds:+:,:~; 
: : W~n't ~ long till we're seeing the great pumpkin around these parts. Just 41 shopping days ie[t un 
• ." .'t ",i,., 
men of...+~,' 
~f,~he hazar~:~"'.':'" 
ion at such close?nroximit~//'i >
lent,, six.,, million..',tons,, of,:..v. 
They k 
from such 
.their .sma 
e name.of Common sense andl/~ 
hope +of. Peace-these men ar, " 
++to ~ay,. d-own, their Ivies. ,,:: 
They were obviously very fond 0f ~ + , "I got• to know J im and Moire well seals, fish and other ,,:., : 
each other~ In their late thirtiesor during the 'r/ext few months  and .,: ,,'~e:test may be halted i . .. 
early forties they still walked 5and +' Jearnedhowi, erydeeplythe shared iqn t,Jim and eleven more  i fi. . '~ 
in , " . . . . .  Y ". his calibre will be offering their lives ,,,,,: hand = and I co,uldn t help but .my concernabout the h0rrorsof the ' ...... . . . . . . . . .  
a ppr~late,me way mey looked into.., continuing SlaUghter m ~ Viet Nan,  ~ , m,mename o xau at us,:you ana me,'.,v 
~cn omer s eyes ana smimd otmn : m>llution and the ar ''rn'-1',-. ^~ .... + They_are wen awareof.me n ras":':"" 
• • ' " • . + ' ' ! + i t  "~ , I+ l / t |~ J .4P l J I l l , , v  U J .  U I J I . "  ' " ' • ' ' " " ' .  ' . . . .  ;- ' . ' . : .  ' .+P : '  ,> durmgthew conversatlon -, ~r " ' " 'I sotie~ ' . : ......... . : Ol radlatlon t ch lose proxlmity 
They stovned to" sn~k tn+th++,. '://'""Jim'was"'formln++.a V.'n+.n.v~i' ', to~,,~.e.~,:blast~, which,wLll be ,.thee '!~,i~.,"i;i 
childr~nand~at.ourdo~TWeadu~ • . Chapter of the~-S]e~a' C[ui~'~w~eh *' ~N~rVa~t :~ six" illi°n.t.°m:J0f: :'+ 
. . . . . . . .  - ...... ' . . . . .  ' ..- . .. ' z,: y OW very  wel l  that u1e • : :. 
':'+' .'.: ;= '  .... ,, = ! ! 
rompted frlendhness Idon't ,,. . . . . .  i~Pn~eh~a; Y ~" 'eWa"~ 
n~grYsm~ctt~ume, o, year. :.,,~: .,: .,., .i.:i~,.of~vnee/v~sai~CeCO~ihe~: iie .::,.. :. f  
• " ' '" ' ......... ' ..... ~ .... . . . . . .  ':,. " .: " " '  . cethes m nare.:;; Maybe the desolation of the beach P"'  r '  :Their  n0me' Is  a paradise for willin +to!~a Lod~ tr" Ivie ' ' ( 
. . . .  • ,. .... + : o r th ino log is ts  and beachcombers/ Byt~etimethebembisdeto~tedi',i.ii',~i 
urn. I /.round ,mysen ~awn. i n tb+:  :~, hitriguing driftwood pi~es that  John,Wayne~.will~be back betw~n!/,~i.." 
animated~ mtimate con~'ersatioh '. +.. "offer :peiches for stuffed birds of satinsheets in his tinsel !and He 
with these strangersout of the.mist. :-+ :+. evd~y~varietyl which Marie uses in  Who ~llssuch protests ,~:bmi"~h of. ": i: 
mmr  names were Jim ana~arie.. ' . _ her.work;' are athome in their Hying ... era . , ..- ' ..... . -. ":,~ ' 
They ~,:were married and  ~ad ~+:...;. r0om.! Huge.woven baskets h01d ,~arie~, i.+will~,:~iC~ be, : :  ' " ' ~ ,.home, teermged;children~ ,i,iThey'.told~;me,ii!,..,.~/:,i,,,:,untold, treasures .~from~ t_he sea ann ..... ,", alode,'..,w~ifi~.~ i/~ '//+,.::." ,a. • i~. 
theywere:frOm the~asternoaR,'6f:i+i;, .~:Y;I,:~.~.., m,+,+,,, + ,...+,^  ..,:~-:,=.,,- :~, -,, ::::!+ ..,, ' ~'"" " ~:i 
the ~,It.,a .~+o+,~ i,,.+ ~,,,a+ ¢.~.,. ~_ ,,.' ~,..,", ..... ~,., ,:,=+,w,..ums~: ,.Umml+,Uq~ :. :, .+ +,. :+ wb.whO])el,eve ,we should,l~'ve. ii: 
trail man :A . . . . . . . . . . . .  • '-. - - -  '~=, +-',.,, '. +. xrom ~tles and :, sllls, "-':oui~.ehlldren": • the heritage +;,of 
tey comfy fireplace lights up the ores in happier,: wc 5e,,+,i=+: J +.: Canada for a + couple of years. ,Th " ,~ differenti ~ rld ' '+""' '`~ 
loved their o~.c~tmt~but could no ..., , the .... "k  e . ,-~ .+-WIll. lfirge natural rocks tumbl~ m] ~,,@Itli her, ' , 
'. " ' ,  +" '+ ' "~:"" "  ' .. '+. ,' ' . , ' :  "~ , "  " ' :  . ' . : - :  " . ,  ' , , (T , . ' ,  ~ ~.'~]'~:~ ..'~,," , , j ,~ l  i , ,. , I . . .  %!L ' , ,  C , ' ; :+ ' : , , , " , .  f ,  '; '~(T/:~+ 
, , r ] I I I +"  I I PI I I I " r " ~ ' " ! ' '  1' ' ' ' ' ' I  " ~+I |  , ' ' [ I I ' '  I I [ 
. . . . . . .  " ; " s 
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Vikkl Thompson (top), Trudy Hammer +left), and Ann'Pattersen. 
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Fall fashion f Ch,org es  + 
• oreca s ,+++ ++ ++ 
+ Inan +ttempt to sh0w.you, the hemline" in dresses is very +:,+ ~tlPits a+y+'migflf~e+lBo~. +: I+~ +~I+~ +om+.n + m mP~'+P' pen 
' .+omen,of Terrace what is in verastl le, though the  knee " ~  eormlst of the top' and opportmiitythanever.ue[or.e.z.or . . . . w :+~ i 
stylethis eason and togiveyou length and longer+ hemline Is snorts with a long nkirt having completeselfexpreSmou, m nc +" s i ' - ' e  car rece/ved ~ 
a good sdea of what you can quite pepnlar you will see a the side oHts , front pleat, front . exactly what she is. *+ ' a~. .~"~ , ,~ . ,  ,, o ,~o~, ,~ 
bope to find in our townsladies larger number of minls around. Zip ovjust the wrap around style . '. "' ' ' " '  " ' "+ " ~ ; ~ W a V ~ S  ' ~ l ' ~ l ~ : ~ ' r + l ~ l ~ . . ~ .  a~t  v + uo,  . ,  
shops, Ihavespei~t some lime ' over to . , • e~ a =~ +~ The colors are subdued, p, which looks both n S . . . .  ' + ' ' I 
" ' J I . • . . . . . . . . . . . .  No  d iv ide  d Is~dumBn dandthenended~]. talking to the shop owners, Drowns, golds, rus t .anamoss  r~mnganasopnmucateaatme ,- , .-.. , '+'~"m^h .dg ,'. !:::; 
.'gazing at the racks of elotMng green because colors are not same time. A Very feminine In .view of.the effect 'off the "~ice"~:re"ort  ~'~' th "~ '~  
and 'leafing through, fashion :~.  TP~hes~leca~hdr~ei~Yno~•- s'tY/~i~o . . . .  i~mvaPt~ y econ~mi~ .:~c~inot~ ' ' " "  T - - ' v ' - -  ~ '~"~""  magazines. Ihope  this arllcle very popular la evening c.~ev.~e.~+m:~o+mfagon w+s 
will give you a comprehensive very elesr,cut hough" the shirt wear whether it be formal or within the. forest  induotry in ~:xno+""~'+":'+"°'""~":~+""~"+':-.++ ~ . . . . .  ..,~+ 
view of fashion, dress is' ap ,~r ing  more and Infovmalla the long skir l  The. B.C.. and  Canada, the "~z~,','rther ,~liee' inveat i~o~ 
Fashion this eeason Is all you. more. You ~ee the Blazer worn long. skirt, can  be teamed, up Directors have elected no~ to , . "~, , ,  ho~" , , , ' :a~te,,~=. ,~- 
It allows 3~cu to be exactly what wlth eith - " "+'"~ . . . . . . . . . .  " '+ . . . .  over dresses and the look Is er an+ old faBhiuned declare the September 30, 1971 ~o-oe -The incident occu,.h~ 
you want to be, There is such a very becoming. The style of high necked blouse whieh gives quai'torly dividend on the $1.20 ~',=~'~ . . . . . .  a, , .~  o ,,, ;~,~, 
Wide .array of styles, lengths skirt is net so much the mini as a very eoy appearance or a low' Cumul jst ive Redeemab.~e :o",,~'~+ .~.,~:,':~':~,~a~-:==~ 
and looks that you,-can wear the Hot Pant okirt which is very 'or V necked blouse to give a' Conve.rtiblePreferredSharns .-v,, . . . . . . . .  e'.'T'. ~ ~- '~ '  
saucy. They seem tobe loaning feline look. The Rulers are . 
Let ter  f rom ou r g i r l s  ,o.look. 
. ; [  " .  + .  , .  + . bec + " ~ In Casual wear the blue jean in Que  leek + is+ c°mpletelY past" The 
. slacks are flared and the fabrics 
'. ' -:+! are fortrel, cburdrny, streteh 
down over all of Ottawa. It was 
just beautiful. 
After that we went on a 
shopping spree through some of 
Ottawa's many beautiful shops 
then returned to the Y. There 
we were met again by Ann's 
uncle who took us to a cottage 
on the lake where we went 
swimming, boating, surfing (on 
a sleigh type board .towed 
behind a beat} and also did a bit 
of sunbathing. 
EXPO 
Two days later we were on 
our way again to Rimeaski. 
during our five hour stopover in 
Montreal one of Ann's cousins 
took us on a tour .through the 
islands of Expo. 
We were fBseinatod by the 
beautiful displays and buildings 
but were amazed by  the 
vastness of the exposition. We 
walked around Expo for about 
two hours and still had not seen 
all that there was to be seen• 
Our only regret was that we 
did not have time to go into any 
of the buildings but all of us plan 
to return some day. 
We had our first taste of 
subway travel in Ottawa. Now 
we can say that we have been 
undeT ~.,the., St: • Lawrence..: 
(.~g:+l+ e~eTybo~ly).~ . ;. " 
+~;~ .... ", RIMOUSKI .......... ' 
.We were met at the station in 
i Rimouski by Mr. Michaud, our 
new families and another 
newspaper photographer. 
Family life here is very much 
like family life at  home except 
that we now speak (or try to 
speak ) French, rather than 
English. 
practically anything and SULII be 
i" im style. It is sophisticated, 
sport, elegant a~d.most of all 
feminine. ." 
Gone are the days when you 
couldn't ell the girls from the 
i boys; Women are again 
• disc0vering that it is nice to be a 
• women. 
+~,~ -The accent is. not on any 
1 particular part of the body this 
• . .  year: though there is quite a bit 
• emphasis put on the waist line, 
but dueto  theskinny knit ~nd 
: ' /  " the fitted l~dy line it is really as 
++ den im and Velvet either 
• pstterened or plain Pant tops 
Rimcuskl, we have found,'is are the skinny knit, tops, the 
notthe same size as Terrace, as 
we bad first thought but over 
twice as big. 
Right now we hardly un'der- 
stand any of what is being said 
in our classes but we are 
learning quickly. Soon we shall 
be proficient in FrBneh...we 
hope. 
Th~ school we are going bhas  
over 3000 studnets in it and 
seems about 10 times as big as 
Caledonia. 
Aurevoir pour maintenant, 
Vikki, Tmdy, and Ann 
$1,300 
damage 
blouse body stocking or the full 
length body stocking. The Hot 
Pants have become very 
versatile, they come in styles 
with tim hooded cape made of a 
warm fabric for winter wear or.  
the long tunic top over shorts 
and the favorite shrinker vest 
over a rib knit sweater with 
shorts. " 
Pant suits are as popular this 
yBar as they have been in the 
past, coming to us in 
inc reas ing ly  imag inat ive  
fabrics and colors. With us 
again for the first time in many 
years is the.Blazor. It is very 
versatile and can he worn with 
No charges were set in a 
single c~r accident last week. 
Driver William Tocher of 
Prince. Rupert was driving his 
1971 Ford pick-up over a section 
of Highway, 16, about 20 mile~. 
west of Terrace. 
An estimated $1300 resulted 
after he apparently tried to take 
in tur~in the road. He tried to 
maneuver his vehicle around a 
rock.which =had faUen onto,the 
read and as' a result his *car l~t  
control, ending up in the diteb. 
Police say the vehicle scraped 
along the roadside rock and 
damage mainly oceurred to the 
vehicle's right side. 
No injuries nor charges were 
reported. The accident oc- 
curred around 4:30 a.m. on 
Tuesday. 
EATOH'S 
HEARING AID GENTRE 
NOWOFFERS YOU HEARING AIDS WITHOUT BATTERY 
EXPENSE EVER: 
~See and try our newly designed hearing aids that can be 
recharged every night using cells lasting about two years. 
We wil l  replace these cells free of charge for the life of the 
hearing aids. 
Rechargable aids a re  now avai lable in behind the ear,  eye 
glass type, and all-in.the.ear models. 
A special demonstration of a II our new models will be held in 
the Terrace Store on Tuesday, Sept: 21, 1971. 
Dine Outl 
Fast  +ake  out  , " i x0t i c  mea ls  
cerealS=.  Cmn..vOo , + 
.. ..:, . Open Men,  thPu Sat ,  10 am' , i to  1am,  
, ,  _ l l . ,  Su ,daY  1 ! a 'm,  t0.  i0 pm,  
A few weeks ago there were 
three Terrace grade 12 students 
exchanged with three French 
C~'~lian students. 
T(+rrace girls Vikki Thomson, 
Trlbdy Hammer and Ann 
Patterson are today sitting in 
the cla'ss desks made vacant by 
Quebec students Johanne Cote, 
Danieile Morin and Jocelyn. 
In. the Terrace Herald mail 
bag this week we found a letter 
written by Vikki and written on 
belmlf.of all three girls. 
In her letter Vikki wrote: 
Hi.from Rimouski, Quebec. 
we are having a wonderful time 
here and are learning fast but 
ourlfavourite xpression is sUll 
"n0use ne compreons pas". 
Perhaps we should start from 
our departure at Terrace. After 
we finished waving goodbye, we 
proeeeded to explore the train. 
Contrary to popular belief we 
round the food and sleeping 
accommodations excellent. 
PARLIAMENT 
Upon our arr ival  at Ottawa 
we were met by Ann's uncle 
wh~)+ took us on a short' tour 
around•the city. 
We spent the.night at the 
YWCA. Bright and early the 
next morning we got up and 
made our way. to "t l~ 
Parliament" b'ufldjng~, to watch 
the cl i~ging of the.' guar&. We 
alsb tbok a tour 'through the 
paHiaiilent buildings and were 
fasci i iated.by the beautiful 
carvings and paintings on the 
walls and ceilings. 
We also went up to, the top of 
the ~eace Tower and looked 
Hospital 
auxiliary 
news 
. . The  Annual Bazaar will now" 
be held on November 6th, 197! in ,  
the Banquet  Room of the 
Lakelse ".Hotel.,  :. This 
unavoidable delay, due to the 
fire at the Community Centre, 
will now. give the auxiliary an 
additional month to prepare 
items for sale. 
The Ba'zaar Convenor Linda 
Brown, will be calling for 
volunteers to help on the tables 
and there.will be several work 
bees held soon. 
/ Any n0Yelties or knitting that 
you have completed will 'be 
collected at  the next meeting of 
.the Auxiliary, '.which iB to be 
',_]held in+~ the Assembly ROom of 
, the Hospital on September 20th. 
.' :1971 at 8: i5, p.m..'. Please bring 
any. puzzles,pocke{' b0~sk,, etc. :: 
,to the Novemhei" :meeting as 
they are"too bulky to sb#e for sn. 
• additional month.' Ly~ Apolzer 
would like ,some: help with the 
preparation ofposters.~+ . . :+~ 
" Parker,Mllls Wiil be a'flendlng 
the Se~telnbei- 'meeting 'so 
please tr~.,to attedd:-He will 5e 
able to/let" you'kiioW "of any 
special needs the Hcspilal may 
;have for:~qdipment.  , ~ ' 
-! Judy Axelson/is, in need o f  
.lmmedi~e help on,the Patient. 
Servic?i~;There' are +very few,  
regular" helpers" on the adult 
+wards/ifld anyone with time to 
give oh'ould,: phone: her at '  635- 
6761. '.',~': . +',,: 
,: The Tliirft Shop. "will close, 
September lath, to re-stock and 
donations of Fa l l  and Winters 
items will be +velcome; Helpers '
are needed, for the Thrift Shop. 
• Please contact Fran Lindslrom 
(6,~-24B9) lu r  detailS. . :Tuesday 
and. Thu.r:sday-.mol~nings ,and:. 
Wednesday :eg#ningB.' , a re  
~eded :fdr,this'~0'nth.: , ' / . . '  
: As  ustiai, new' . /n~m~l  will 
hewelcome at the m~tlngs. ,  "/  
.... Anyode~"wl l l lng to make 
knitted toys, or novelt ies I ron- ,  
.left over.woul 'shoqld contact ~,j 
more and more toward straight 
lieea In shirts which is a very 
flattering line for most women. 
The Coats for this season are 
very beautiful. The length for 
dress is called the Gibson length 
which is approximately four 
inches above the ankle. The 
style is tailored to fit your body 
for a most gentle lihe, 
subdued and the all over 
appearance  Smash ing ly  
heautifnl. 
The hood cannot he p laced  
wltj any particular garment. 
category. I t  is very versatile 
and you can count on seeing it 
with just about everything. 
The right panty hose with the 
new fashions is a musL The 
/ ,  
¢ 
• !nnual 6eneral.,Mee!!,g+ • 
TERRACE CONCERTASSN.  , .. . . . -: ~ - }.;, -. 
Moni++ 20 5 SOFts: 1971 :"/,': 
8 pm • . 1 
: it  'i.,: : 
any type of dress from a smart 
slacks outfit to a saUn Blazer 
ever an evening dress. 
In Afternoon wear the 
predomioately double breasted 
style. Fur trim around the 
collar and cuff and hem is very 
popular, many of the coats are 
hooded and these to are 
trimmed with fur. 
The favorite fabr ics  are 
sheepskin, buckskin, IBathars, 
suede, suedine, valor and some 
tweeds. With jackets a new 
length is called the Pant Coat 
which is made to come below 
the tunic of tops. Immitation 
sheepskin which is genuine 
locking and only a fraction of 
• e cost has"become very 
popular. The "strongest eolom 
for the jackets  are white, 
brown, black and purple. 
Lounge wear is very female 
with soft flowing, lines of many 
vivid and subdued colors. The 
favored fabrics is Hght and 
elinging so that it falls gently' 
along the lines of the body. The 
Peasant, and Afro styles are 
still popular. The new favorite 
that is becoming prominiment 
the Oriental ook. Not only is it 
used in Lounge wear but it is 
even more widely used in 
formal mad semi-formal wear 
with its strikingly beautiful 
print and elegant styles. 
In Evening wear the Hot Pant 
biggest colors are ha. ,  ( lark Ter race  0eMennial 
brown, grey,, purple, rust, and 
black. 
The fashion prmpeet this ALL  MEMBERS PLEASE ATTEND.  
season is exciting and alluring. 
(Tiliicum Theatre 
47~G Lake lse  Phone  635-204G 
SEPT.  19 - 21 
6ETTIN6 
CANDICE BERGEN 
STRAIGHT 
ELL IOT  GOULD o 
A young man exper iences  h i s  own persona l  r io t  on a 
co l lege  campus  today . .  
SE PT .  22  - 25 
A Ta le  o f  the  Chr i s t  
BEN HUR 
Char l ton  Heston  
• p .  
One show on ly  a t  8pro .  
Directed  by  Win.  ,Wy ler  
Totem TV Cent re ' s  
• . .+ . OLOLRA  
. • , '% 
• " .+  + _ ++ • 
¥iew:+the 1 ++ new Fall+. Programs with a Now Phdips+!:Modulari ,. 
Monday 
10:00 Mr. Dressup 
10:15 Fill 
10:45 The Friendly Giant 
11:00 Sesame Street 
12:00 Dick Van DYke Show- 
12:30 Luncheon Date 
1:00 Death Valley Days 
1:30 Family" CmJrt 
2:00 Galloping Go~rrnet 
2:30 Ed •Allen 
3:00 Take Thirly . 
3:30 Edge of Night 
4:00 Paul Bernard. 
Psychiatrls.# . 
4:30 Drop In 
5:00 Mr. Wizard 
S:30 Woody WOodpecker 
6:00 Agriculture Today 
6:30 Closing M&rkets 
News, Weathe r, Spor~s 
7:~O I ronslde 
8:00 Partridge Family 
0:30 Cannon 
9:30 Front Page Challenge. 
10:00 Suzuki oll Science 
10:30 Senator 
Therese Casgralm 
11:00 National News 
I1:22 Viewpoint 
11:28 Night Final 
: TueSday 
10:00 Mr. Dressup 
10:15 Fill , 
10:30 Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez Helena 
I1:00 Sesame'Street 
12:00 Dick Van Dyke Show 
12:30 Luncheon Date 
1:00 Death ~/al.ley Days 
1:30 Family Court 
2:00 Galloping Gourmet; 
2:30 Ed•Allen 
3:00 Take Thlr!y 
3:30,Edge of NIgh't 
4:00 Paul Bernard 
Psychlatrlsf ' 
4:30 Banana Splits 
5:00 Dr.esa Rehearsal 
5:30 Beverly Hillbillies 
6:00 Focus 
6:15 Closing Markets 
6:20 News 
6:40 Gulf 011 Weather Show 
6:47 Sports 
7:00 Reach for the TOp 
7:30 Horst Koehler Show 
0:00 Mary T~,I~ Moore 
0:30 Carol Burnett S.how 
9:30 Telescope '71 
10:00 Tuesday Night 
11:4S The Late Show 
'TheTrue Story of 
Jesse James' 
FrMay 
10:00Mr. Dressup 
10:I~S.FIII 
10:30 Friendly Giant 
10:4s Chez Helena 
II :00 Sesame Street 
13:00 DlokVan Dyke Show 
1:1:30 Lupcheon Oaye 
i:00 Death Valley • Days 
1:3) Fsmlly'Court. - 
~,~:~0 Gs;Ioplng Gourmet 
2:~) Ed'Allen 
3:00, Take Thlrly 
3:30 Edge of Nloh't , ,: . . 1 
4:00 Paul Bernard, 
Psychiatrist 
4:30- Drop In' 
5:00 Skippy, the •Bush I<anoaroo 
S:30 The Beverly Hillbillies 
6:00 ~ocus " . ' ,  
6:1S Closing MarKots 
6;20 News . . . .  
6:'40 Gulf Oil Weather Show 
6:47. Sports 
7:00 Edgar Wallace 
10:00 Worl 
4 Odor T.V, 
Wednesday 
10:00 Mr. Dresaup 
10:15 Fill 
10:30 Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez Helene 
11:00 Sesame Street 
12:00 Dlck Van Dyke Show 
12:30 Luncheon Date 
1:00 Death Valley Ds'ys 
1:30 Family' Court * 
2:00 Galloping Gourmet 
2:30 Ed •Allen 
3:00 Take Thlr~y , 
3:30 Edge of Night 
4:00 Paul Bernard - 
Psychiatrist 
4:30 Expo Baseball 
7:00 Focus 
7:15 Closlog Markets 
7:20 News 
7:40 Gulf Oil Weather Show 
7:47 Sports 
8:00 Summei- Playhouse 
'Sink the Bismark' 
10:00 This Land 
n:0o National News 
11:22 Viewpoint 
11:20 Night Final 
11:45 The Late Show 
• Saratoga Trunk 
• . . " . , 
Saturday' 
• ., ~. 
i(:00 Meier League emabal 
2:00 Satu~sy Mafln~ • 
Th+CbUe5' '+:' • • 
,4:00 ~+~,;',Place+of Y ur Own 
41~ Klshanle'. 
S:00?The: Bugs Bunny .Road . ,  , ,  . . 
' Runner Hour 
6:0~ CFL Foa~/slk 
.' O:3~ Laurel & HIII;dy 
9:00 l Oream'of,'Jtmnnle - e 
11:00.The National NIm'~', , 
.!1:1S provincial.Affairs ' ' ' ." 
11::10 Night/Flndl/.", ':,'+. ,. : +'.. :
11:30,The [*ell Show ,,.~..,~ '.,:: ':.'.. 
- ,  • ~ , + 
NEW FROM PHILIPS 
Y 
.,..~ 
, A Modular Color T,V, 
• Four  Pane ls  that  snap  in  and  out  to  make serv ice  
prob lem s imple .  
• Large  21"  B lack  Met r ix  P ic ture  Tube  
• Automat ic  F ine  Tun ing  
• Syncret in t  . ,Keeps  t rue  f leshtones .  • 
• Automat ic  Co lo r  Cont ro l s  
.... :,:A..;':...~: + 
, ~ . • • ~ /. :~,.+ :~. ,~ 
See the  new Ph i l ips  
lime,, C 
, . i " ?~q?  
I 6S.9§T :' P r i ced  $ +' • I=. ro111 
TOTEM ' °T ,V : :GUARANTEES FREE DEL IVERY 
FREE PARTS AND LABOR •FOR 1 YEAR ON . , . .  , • 
k 
. . . , . .  , ,  
Where Tomorrows Sales Starl Iwith TodBy's Sarvice' i 
• Phone o$~i ,44  ~: : ' / '~•'4$$4' I~AKELsE AVI~. + + ~' ' :  
' I1:1S Movle+,~ t~e:ann~ 
ThurMay 
10:00 Mr. Dressup 
10:15 Fill 
10:30Friendly Giant + ' ~: 
,,10:45 Chez Helene-. 
11:00 Sesame Street 
12:00 DIc~ Van Dyke 
• 12:S0 Luncheon Date • 
1:00 Death Valley Days ' ~,,: 
1:30 Family Court , 
2:00 Gall®lnB Gorrmet :• .i:~ 
2:30 Ed 'Allen, +' 
3:00 Take Thiriy 
• 3:30 Edpe of ,Nigh) 
4:00 Paul Bernard / 
P|ychlatrl~) ~,'! ', :,. i 
4:3~ rBBnaf la+Sp l  111 . . . ' 
++00 A+hott and.C0s+ello ': "+!.; 
S:30 Beverly .HIIIbll'lles 
6:00 Resume 
• 6:15 Cleolng Markets 
6:20 News ' • i ~ 
6:40 Trana Provlncla + ~-< 
, AirlJnes,Westher Show 
+~:i 6:4.1 Sports 
7:00/~arcus Welby. ,M.D. " 
" 0:00 O'Hara Unll~l. ,. 
"' .:+~ States Tresmr~". r • 
9:00 Thui'~lay NIGht Mows 
TBA" *' 
v~. , ,  • ~• -~•  , , • ,  
• . • ~ " '.~k~ •. ,' ' ,  '~ ,~ , ' /  X :+,~+':, .". / , . '~,' :~.,k~ . / ~ . ' : L , ' ,  '~ ~,~ ' ,  ~'" ,~'• , , ' ; , :  ~' 
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SEPTEMBER IS ARTHRITIS MONTH 
ARTHRITIS 
, .Th is  month of September  is 
Arthritis Month. Terrace 
residents as weml as others 
across the province will be 
hearing and reading many 
words in regard to arthritis, one 
of the most common afflictions 
known to people of the world. As 
our contribution to the 
prov inc ia l  government ' s  
official proclamation of 
Arthritis Month, we have the 
following report. These words 
came from Pegeen Davis, 
known locally through er work 
at the Market Place. Pegeen is 
well oriented the health needs of 
not only our community, but 
communities in general. She 
says: 
WltAT CAUSES ARTilRITlS? 
Physicians and health 
therapists who are really 
getting results with arthritics, 
not just patching them up or 
temporily relieving their pains, 
consider that arthritis is forthe 
most part, a nutrit ional 
deficiency illness. According to 
Pauline Beregoff-Gillow, M.D., 
"Arthritis is NOT a disease, it is 
a symptom that something is 
wrong in the system." 
Max Warmbrand, N.D.D.O., 
in his book "New Hope For 
Arthritis Sufferers" writes, 
"Most people regard arthritis 
as a singly specific illness 
affecting only the joints,..."He 
lists other symptoms often - 
associated with arthrit is: 
const ipat ion ,  d ige 's t ive  
d i sorders ;  ca tar rha l  
• conditions; poor circulation, 
cold clammy hands and feet, 
fatigue, numbess irritability. 
He continues, "As a rule the 
illness develops slowly, 
imperceptibly. 
It may take years before one 
becomes aware of its serious 
manifestation. Even when the 
onset is sudden, with high fever 
and severe pains, one must bear 
in mind that the factors that 
have given rise to it have been 
operating a long time. 
"To begin with, it is well to 
realize that arthrit is is a 
systemic disorder and the 
outgrowth of many systemic 
d i s turbances .  These  
disturbances WEAKEN the 
functions of the body, impair 
circulation and create 
deficiencies. Starvation of the 
tissues, retention of toxins, 
chemical imbalance and 
stagnatign.ar~ the factors that 
affect the +joints and given rise 
to destructive changes. Due to 
individual differences, arthritis' 
takes different forms in 
different people. Consequently, 
one may react differently to 
different reatments. However, 
underlying cause is the same; 
nutritional deficiency. 
from excruiating pains, can he 
relieved from pain without 
taking drugs and can be assured 
of being able to move around by 
himself with comparative 
comfort, it is something indeed 
to look forward to. Here are 
some examples of what the 
replacement of some of the 
missing nutritional factors has 
accomplished for som e people. 
ARE YOU DEFICIENT 
IN OILS ? 
The COd Liver Oil Treatment 
is listed below but before we 
read the treatment, let us read 
about a study of the treatment 
conducted at the Brusch 
Medical Center, Cambridge, 
MaSsachusetts, by Charles A. 
Brusch, M.D. and Edward T. 
Johnson, M.D. as reported in 
the Journal of the National 
Medical Association, July 1959: 
98 eases of ostea, rheumatoid 
and mixed arthritis types were 
treated; 92 responded w|thin a 
period of 2 to 20 weeks. 
RESULTS 
Subjectively, there was a 
marked reduction in pain~ and 
general improvement was 
noted in the majority of the 
patients. 
Objectively there was 
diminished tissue swelling, less 
fatigue, butter complexion, skin 
and scalp improved, ear wax 
increase, stronger nails, 
greater alertness, improvement 
of blood chemistry in over 90 
per cent of the patients, 
sedimentation rate dropped, 
cholesterol level dropped, even 
with the addition of milk, eggs, 
butter as well as the cod liver 
oil, high white blood count gave 
way to normal count, 
hemoglobin level frequently 
rose, blood sugar dropped to 
lower side of normal body 
weight remained the same, acid 
urine remained or alkaline 
brands of coffee substitutes 
available made of pure 
ingredients) 
1,800 to 24,0O0 calories were 
allowed. 
In the early 1930's there was 
some criticism of the henfefits 
of cod liver oil. The explanation 
has now come to light. Francis 
M. Pottenger, M.D. states only 
when the cod liver oil was 
rancid did it produce problems. 
It is wise to purchase it in small 
quantities and keep it 
fregrigerated after opening. 
.CALCIUM AND B 
VITAMIN DEFICIENCIES 
urine became ,acid, urinary 
mucous threads generally 
cleared, constipation was 
gradua l ly  overcome,  
extremities became warmer, 
with less swelling, more energy 
was evident in 4 to 5 months. 
THE TREATMENT 
Water was drunk 60 minutes 
before breakfast or 30 minutes 
before the evening meal. The 
only liquid permitted with 
meals was raw milk served at 
room temperature or warm 
soup. 
1 tablespoon cod liver oil was 
given in 2 tablespoon~ of milk on 
Stress so affects the body 
chemistry that there is a wide 
fluctuation of calcium 
phosphorus le,,els. Dr. D.C. 
Jarvis (of Vermont) says, "It is 
a common knowledge that arth- 
ritic patients feel worse when 
they are under strain which 
activated their energy expendin 
often caused by a mineral 
(calcium) preeititation in the 
body. 
Another study revealed that 
emotional upsets decrease the 
retention of calcium. The 
amount decreased was in exact 
ratio to the amount of tension 
exper ienced.  (Amer ican 
Journal of Clinical Nutrition, 
November 1962) 
WHATCAUSES 
ARTHRITIS ? 
There are different ~ypes of 
arthritis, although faulty body 
chemistry is the general cause 
d/'thritis. A strong relationship 
exists between pyorrhea and 
rheumatoid arthritis. The 
similarity in the chemistry of 
these two disturbances has also 
been found due to excess 
phosphorus in the diet, pulling 
calcium out of the body 
(Modern Nutrition, June 1964) 
A defiency in pantothenic acid 
(a B vitamin) has been found in 
arthritics. The greater the 
deficiency the more pronounced 
the symptom of rehematoid 
arthritis (Lancet, 1963 ii 862-3) 
For relief of these deficiences 
Adelle Davis (nutritionist) 
suggest a food supplement 
pov'~r consisting of: Y4"a cup of 
cal !., ~ lactate or calcium 
gluconate powder mixed with a 
pound eP ~rewer's yest. 
You ~t make sure to 
measure correctly as brewer's 
yeast is high in phospboru~ in
relation te calcium.Phosphorus 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACW.., B.C. 
WHAT ABOUT IT 
taken in tablet form rather than 
in large amounts of citrus fruit 
juices, which for some reason 
seems to aggravate arthritis, 
Royal Lee D.D.S. says "very 
often the arthritic patient on 
citrus juices is killing 'himself 
by inches. Immediate 
improvement in the 
symptomatic reactions follows 
in these cases if the citrus foods 
(juices) are dropped from the 
diet," 
Dr. Morton S. Biskind and Dr. 
W. Coda Martin recommend 200 
rag. of bioflavoooids three times 
daily (making 600 total) for 
bursitis. They had instances 
where swelling and pain 
.dimished within 24 hours and 
except for slight local 
tenderness the lesions had 
subsided almost completely in 
72 hours (American Journal of 
Digestive Diseases, Vol 21, 
No.7, July 1954 p. 177) 
PEGEEN DAVIS 
Dr. Jarvis says, "People 
with arthritis are usually 
classified as calcium 
deficient...normal calcium 
metabolism is so highly 
dependent upon this acid that 
when there is a lack of it, 
disturbed calcium metabolism 
is inevitable. 
'Biochemists know that 
calcium cannot be assimilated 
without acid. This means that 
older people, even tense people, 
who secrete a gradually 
diminishing amount of 
hydrochloric acid may find.the 
cause of their trouble here. 
Perhaps Vitamin C can provide 
ome of this much needed 
combines with calcium in the 
an emp.ty stomac.h, preferabl~[i~, and when there is too much,it i~, 
.nours eezore ea~]ng.~ TnlS was"- excreted. Dr. MiChael: Walsh: 
given daily except, in cases of advises that for every 
complications such as diabetes tablespoon of brewer's yeast, 
or heart trouble, in which case it you should take 8 ounces of skim 
was given only twice a week. milk, raw milk or buttermilk to 
Complete elimination of supply the correct amount of 
soft drinks, candy ice cream, or calcium. The brewer's yeast is 
any food made with white sugar also an excellent source of 
was observed. (for those who pantothenic acid and also 'Michael Rabben, D.D.S. has 
much the betterl a walk of at emuls i f iers ,  thickeners~ 
least 10 minutes a day will help fluoridated water.. Read 
you to manufaeture your own your labels carefu l ly .  The 
natural cortisone, preceeding diet is believed to 
remember there is no single'- prevent as well as relieve ar- 
cure for arthritis, all nutrients,, thriUs. " ' 
"not just one should be em-' 
ployed. 
Leo V. Roy, M.D. of Orlando 
Florida lists the following died 
fundamentals every arthritic 
might be wise to follow: 
Eat as  many fresh raw 
vegetables, fruits and as much 
protein as possible. Chew 
thoroughly Eat slowly, avoid 
large quantities. 
PROTEINS 
Every meal should contain a
protein. ¥4 of the daily food 
intake .~hould be protein. Best 
sources: fish, eggs, nuts, 
cheese, raw certified milk. 
MEATS: Use internal 
organs, rich in vitamins and 
minerals. Avoid all canned 
and processed foods. Fowl, 
lamb steak are good. 
Dairy Products: all kinds of 
cheese, natural and fermented, 
y o g u r t and natural 
buttermilk. 
Raw Vegetables: All, 
especially celery, cucumbers, 
and carrots. Make salads using 
oils for dressing. 
Cooked vegetables: Baked 
potatoes and brown rice are 
nutritious. Use raw bean 
sprouts and other sprouts. Do 
not overcook vegetables. 
Steam, bake, broil or use as 
little water as possible. 
Fruits: Especially apples, 
grapes, bananas,  or local 
varieties. 
Juices: fresh squeezed or 
bottled pure grape juice, no 
sugar added. No tomatoes, no 
citrus fruits except as flavoring. 
Cereals: try the fresh ground 
combination, wheat, rye, 
sesame seed, flax and millet. 
Do not boil. Soak for 15 to 20 
minutes in hot water over a 
double boiler, or soak overnight 
and warm...Raw sunflower 
seeds, ~ raisins, or shredded 
coconut may be added before 
eating. 
Bread: use sparingly. Only 
stone-ground fresh whole wheat 
or rye. 
Soups: Bouilion or 
consomme. 
ACID DRINK: Where there 
acid." is insufficient acid or where 
D- ' Jarv=s recommentiS ' there are calcium deposits, u~e ,+~.A'-~ ! + ,+ "" " .++ • 
, 1 tablespoon apple cnder adding 2 ten'spoons of nipple. '+. . . , .. ;: 
c wnegar m a gross of water wnth ider vinegar in a glass of water 
sipped before a daily meal. or without honey 1 teaspoon, at 
Curtis Wood, Jr. -ED.-ha~ 
reported relief from pain in 
arthritic patients by the use of 
kelp tablets which are rich in 
many minerals. 
least twice and~Y. 
Molasses Cane Sugar 
Syrup: old fashioned 
blackstrap (not sulphured) and 
pure cane syrup available from 
health food stores. 
Only 1 sweet daily and that in 
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0ASSlAR 60NSTRgeTi0N iT | ,  :,+: ~here are many books . . . .  
Quahly Homes ,: available on case histories and+ '+Planners & Builders Ol . . . .  " 
treatment of arthrit is.  These Pho.e Mr  A. Schwaiger 63S.5220 
books can be secured at your :.i 
local library, by request, or at HeW Subd iv i s ion  on  Mo i ) .onte l l  Roa  
your local health food Store~ . . 
Presentll~' underconstructi6q . :' 
All of the above are suggested 
methods of treatment and are 
not meant as a preseripUon ora 
personal diagnosis, but rather, 
these methods are intended as 
practical information based on 
the practical experience of the 
abe above mentioned octors. 
Approx. 1~200 sq. feet, 3 bedrooms, carporl, full besement. 
CMHC mm'tgage at S% percent ~ $176.76 monthly.. Full pric e 
$26,500 • $2,000 down may handle['- 
Occupancy by November 1. 
BUy D i rec t ly  F rom Bu i lder  and  Save i  
< . i 
o l  o m • 
' ,£  
V,,i J l ,thh, i l l  t\+',,~ X, Cl,,,i,lrl,, i . 
~~(n/~, i , l , . i J  HAND 
MA.DE 
1888 
The 
IlJ.~l "~"\~ i 
HAR(  
IT" 
i" 
B. MACHI  NE 
18 88. 
gitte | 
t5  ++ : 
, + .  
The look "youthful" accented by shorf bouncy 
relaxed curls at the crown and long longer 
wringlets framing the sideand nape. Made of 
100 percent dynel fibre, washable, 
permanently curled. .! 
a) Hand finished which enables 1he front hair If an arthritic, who has been consider a lack of coffee a biotin, ino~itol, cholin, relic something to say which may be I [ bedfast, chairfast and suffering hardship, try one of the many small quantities, line to be worn with or without hangs: Price [mm ms 1 Im =-- ms ms mt ms ms I 1 sm sm ms ms ~ acid, b[tamin B6, niacin, B2, It of help. "Refined Oils: especially sesame, I p 
is the most inexpensive source carbohydrates  ( inc luding safflower and sunflower oil. All was $34°95 
II WOMEN ~ [ ofBvitamins" lV l  U lV  l i lciu apparentlydoesnotcause also helps to bring 'about a canned foods, whitefldur, stal e L '  [ ; [ e - . I .  
Many people are. frightend sugar) intensify pain. seeds and raw nuts. Avoid all b) Machine made Price $18.00 
Numerous people report that of the following: acidic tea, 
AN EXCITINGCAREEll away from using caleium due to alfalfa tea or alfalfa tablets commercial cerea ls ,  all ' Brigille Wig Boutique offersa compl+etewig 
AWAITS YOU AS A the fact that calcium is have proved helpful, hydrogenated (hardened) fat, M edir_al deposited in the joints of the Dr. Jarvis says, "Honey helps coffee, processed foods, alcohol, care serviCestylist. ServicesPerf°rmedinclude:bY recombs,°Ur competentseis andWig 
arthritic. And yet eating ca- to alleviate pain in arthritis. It canned meats, roasted nuts, cuts. SYNTHETIC PRODUCT ONLY. 
i Rece.honlst  .. p . .: , , ,  . .  , - - . . . . .  arthritis, rather a lack of disappearance of muscle wheat germ, stale foods, white calcium can be the cause, cramps in the body. Two sugar, stale wheat germ oil, 
Dr. L.W. Cromwell of San teaspoons of honey are takeu overcooked and reheated'foods, 
l l Diego found that S00 older beforeeach mealeither f om the jams, jellies, syrups, ice LEARN[ ,ow ~ou MAY mCom A Mi01CAL RK~IIONIST 7HROUGI{ i people, victims of spoon or combined with cider cream,soft drinks, tobacco. All 
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTE i esteoarthritis, suffered from a vinegar in water. 
and exhibit more bulges at Dr. Beregoff-Gillow warns This means sweeteners, NOME STUDY PROGRAM i prolonged calcium deficiency chemicals added to your food. 
that eating too fast, washing 
NAILCOMPLETEO. COUPOHTODAY~ • i f ingerj°ints and ° t h e r t h a n  p ople who had eatenSigns downfood withliquids ¢ a u S e S m a n y  deficiency conditions. YOUR BABY BONUS CHEQUE 
Nome . . . . . . . . . . . .  '. • . . . . . . . . . .  Ags . . . .  | plenty of ¢alcium.'Adelle Davis Liquids should he taken at the 
I Says, "The lack of calcium end of a meal. Taken with a 
necessary to help Vitamin C in meal they can dilute what little 
[ Address.,. . . . . . . .  : '  "~" . . . . . . . .  " . . . .  i forming normal carti lage 
around the joints appears to be stomach acid existS.According to Dr. Hans Selye, M e a n s  A B o  s F o r  Y o u !  
:~;;o~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~duc . . . . . . . . . .  | the major cause of arthritis.', exercise of some kind is helpful, n u  
pro /e~ ~ ' [ f ~  e ARE YOUDEFICIENT even if you are at first only able to tense you  musclns, are  hy • • • l INVITAMIN ? • . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  '~" . . . . . . . .  " .... ' . . . . .  . ., , "." . . . . . . .  " - . • • , . . . . . .  • .,,I.:z.-, . . . . . .  
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stZtute m area, while lying in. bed. It '..~~~~,++:l..~Pm~Z~~.~w..._~.+.Lt~s.'150I , .  aO' ,~g*;~"~ ."
Rm. 4, 1609A Centre St. N., Calgary 41, Alto. I Since the average arthritic is stimulates circulation and 
amisvwd~,~t,o,k~h~lle~toti~Adinhsk.,Aho.tl.(. / deficient in Vitamin C this brings oxygen to the stagnent : ' l~ :Z .~ l i l ln i  :, +< • ,: ." . . . . .  : '  • + ,,-,--,~,,~+ , . ,f.,+ :, 
i : . .+  * eli : l l lAS l l l  ' .  ' . ' "  , "  . .+" , . . • . ' • ' , ' ' : . "  " " . " 'e  l '~  . '  l l m m l l l l l l l l l m m l m [  vitamin is extremely tissues. If you can walk, so i l i I : ~  mm . "i . ' '  ' ' '  " '~ '  : , , '~) b+ 
necessa+, B,,t it should be : F lWX"" , ,  g o . , . , , c . ,+ .  < . .  , ,, ,++ 
l[t:+~i ." I ? ' . " " ,  .': ' • ,~+,+,+~.e , ,mm~ . . ' , . :  . "-.' ; ,+ : , .  
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I DAY  
OHILDRENS WEAR 
Flare Pants 1,44 
Boys. Polyester Cotton 
SS Shids 1,44 
Boys. Permo Press " " 
Undershirts 1,44 
Boys Triple Pak 
w ns OUR 
THE STORE IS FULL OF VALUE___ S 
TUESDAY, SEPT, 21 to WEDNESDAY SEPT, 29th 
Bedding 
0ushion Covers 
Corduroy, 12" Round .nd 12" 2 ,orl.44 
square .sstd. ¢olours 
Mattress Cover 1,44 
Pi.stic 39 x 76" White 
Pillow ~o.m .,,,. • ss, o. co,.urs 1.44 
Sk is  , DOMESTICS 
'Girls ¢ottora Pore.  Pries 2''0"1,44 
Bath Towels.°..°.. 2~o~1.44 Slack Sot ~ '  a aa " .,or ,
Boys Wash-..wear • I"tPlr • " " 22 X 32" 
Dlousos ~ a aa Dish Towel ~o.o. 4 .orl.44 
Girls Carton. Long Sleeve" " -,-,'. Dish Towel " • ~ a~ 
Terry asstd, patterns .rid ¢olours L For • n" l l~  
• Novelties Cobbler Aprons c:t~°:rints 1.44 
SpJo0 Racks ~ i ~ .,,.y,oo 
(Obottles) L Forme'-ir-ir Table Mat ,.,o co,oct. 2,or l .44 
Scented Oandlo ~ ~ Half Aprons  • For t ~ i  
in'gloss container • smqlU~ Cotton ASStd, patterns and colours U • .- l-- it  
c'"°"T:,T~,so Plato 2,..I,44 Face Diothsco,~ei, 3 For 1,44 
Plastic Place Mats ,.m hsck. 4 ,or  1.44 Housowares ;... • . 
( Place Mats~,.,d..,,,r.2 ,or 1.44 
Pie Plates ... . .  " 4!,oI'L44 . v.,- , . . , . . , - ,  v,.,,P,..,,¢ 'i.,h 1.44 iOg igU lU l f l l l  st x ;o" 
T!!ooTrivots 2 Pc, !,4,4 TOILETRIES 
Garbage Oans ...s..¢ ..a ,,. 1.44 Hair Spray ,':°~;" B.,o.. 2 ...1.44 
HeumOrous Mugs 2 For1 .44  Oolopo Spray...er 2 .orl.44 
B " Deodorant Spray ~ i ddl oar Stouns 4 .or 1'44 Fr .h  s oz., . For l le"ir'~r Honey Gold , • . - . 
Hand Mixer i 11i44 ' Anti-PorspJrant Spray 
Saucepan : ~; : t ~a w..wo, ,~ i . Lislorine 2 Fo, I,44 
Aluminum . . .  , .~  ,...., TooIhpastO4,uh.,.,h.) 1.44 
Hair Remover $~,.. 1.44 
4 Lldo • • ': " :- ;~ ,-' a i - l r ' l r  
Glass Animals Han~ C'Iraft2 " '' '. i i : ' i "2F : r1144 , Deordorant  BonRol'l~n " 1144 
Talc .~g::': ,o.. 2 For 1.44 
Bromo Seltzor,..r,.,2 .orl.44 
Colgate 100 Mouthwash,,., 2 For1,44 
Hair Spray ,,V°'o, 1.44 
Tumbler •Tray 2 . . I ,44 
ea, oOrOuo Oo.to. 
Flavour Savors 1,44 
(3 howls) 
4 
DAY 
Phontox Varn 
1,44 SPEOIAL Carpets  . 
.oastoee,.as.. ~otalees Soaflor Rug A.tO.o,oor. 1.44 
3 ply wrapped. Vegetables 
Tossed Green Salad 
complete asst, ( Gravy Plastic Boot Tray 2Fo.1.44 
15c Beverage 2 144 Dessert - Pine Apple up-side duw. ~k, Bath Mat Sm.r, Sayings 1.44 
For n Bread & Butler 
1.44 Soatter Mat 1.44 
Household Sundries Foam Bath Nat 1.44 
J lOO to the bag. 
Paf l ty  H, o i ,  I OlothesPins.eo..¢o.,s. Contact, . 9.o.1.44 Draperies Bep I . .  
: Plastic ..o,,..,,.~ 2 yd, 1,44 Plastic Decorator ~ . .  
ne ,, Shower Rod Cover Asstd. Colours au Fpr l  IM  
4 ,r 1,44 ;i" UPhOlstery PlasIiO 'w'I'' ;:''1'44wall''" "" Plaques-" ::;;:1.Chiidr'ns ZA For U'4 .'~" Plastic Drapes. ,, x.,. 2 .o .1 ,44Shower  O rtaun~v.oo2°°'° & For 1.44 
. ~  Light Bulbs ~.,.~ ;,%w... 3,.. 1.44 
Ironing Board Cover .%'." 1.44 Toys 
i'ro"lningBoardCovor2~-or1.44 10" Loveable Janoy Doll 
Oorn Broom' * ........... i 44 Littieoirlo HouSe !~ -' .SSlr ing..  ' ! " "  "" " " cleaning . . . . . . .  . . . .  s., 1,44 Travel Bag. v..,..... 2 ... 1.44 
Stationary Boys Race Car ,,..,,o 1.44 
LOOSE 350 • ... Filler s.c., 2 For1'44 BUSy Boy Plastiol:' 3 For1.44 
Pen .o.h ...o-..,. 2 'or 1.44 Creative Blocks ......¢ 2 .~ 1.44 
Covers l;."~ Ok 2Fo~1.44 Olieker Wagon ~ t ~,~ 
' I Key TabScr.wniino S pm, 2 For 1.44 .uii.i.,.,oy ... . . , . , . ,  Ladie_s !: Exercise Books~:°~.~'"2 .or 1.44 Slinky Toy ~ow.~.~... 2 .o.l.44 Nylon ernefs I" 
L ~ ~ 6  '. 1.44 l .eros [,e L.o PuzzleSpuzzle 2.-12.0r '44 
Flannelette 36" Printed' 3".1"44 Ad!st Adult 1A4 
Corduroy .,..,.w.,. ~o 1.44 Seat the eomputor game ~ 
Rayon ..., s,. 2,o,.1,44 2..o.1,44 
Prints ."..,c..e 4.d.1.44 SmallWorld Library Book ~, 
Gingham ,,.. Pore .  ,rest Yd. 1.44 2 ,orl,44 
Tom Swift ,dv,tur.,oo, 1,44 ~ 
Brushed Nylon ,.. ,~. 1,44 AutomatioToy Pistol 3,u~1.44 
i m i  m,mm,,mmm I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . .  ~-: 
& - 
Shampoo Get°el  2Fo~1.44 Notions Sky Star Toy ,,..es 2.orl,44 
Setr"vin'~"°'B°wlSMo,., 2 ?~': 1.44 Toothpaste ~r;o'ts,,o 2 For1.44 Thread,Pk~oo.F,°i"~¢'~r 2 For1.44 Pot Supplies 
Waste Paper Baskets 1.44 ' Tooth Paste .o,,o.., 2 Fo,1.44 Hair Boilers .r.h 2 .o,1,44 Parakeet Tols 4F . r l .M  
6randmaF°rk 2.orl.44 Shampoo..d~ 1.44 ~ ~  
G°urmetChet  " . . . . .  ' • •. "" ' ' Sh°ulderS.Aq'u. ~ .- .  . . . .  Foundations & Lingerie Oa_e ~%,~:=.:~,~. 1.44 
Candy Dish • a .... l ab  Shaving Lathor~°,v.2.o.1.44 n . . . .  v_ . _ . _  tF  co~..m.t .... 1.M* i ~ mlr,orl a=rw : .... ,~ fmmlu iNr  l lm l iml1~ i . ' . •.;. ' • ,..": •~ u..'. S.. . . . . , . , :  . , • , ,  - r - - - - - - - . . . .  Fiborfill Bra • ;, :~ i,44 Po oodor; 
I l l l lU l  I I l t i l~  el l lot l .  Orylook dr. l llmilil 
aoup lewis / r".~', 1 ' j im " . i •i . . . . . .  ' . . . .  , .~ ' 2 ro l l~k  ' '! rter Pak 11'.44 ::i .•~ov...;.. {,o..., .,,. ,,o ,:,. ~. ... " "  S - " - " - "  , , .°.a. . . . . .  , . Pant so .Hen .~  , ~'. ~ .... " . .  ; .". .... ' n , , ,as , , , s -v -n  , . - - i ,  ~. He dot  1 Turl io Sta 
Serv ing ,P la to  L ' ~ ;%: . . . :  ,• • • ~ -4: m ,m,m ! BnkuniBrnofs.o.,, 2.~1i44 . . . . .  . , ,  ~: 
.'. P ro lco t  ' , i : ." ;'..' .i " ; ; . . ,  :.:;:../' " . !  Oampors Shovels ; ,44 ~ .... II Parma Press" OrB I :44  hnv  " ' 
:brhlServ°rs~ ~ ..... ' ...... ~, goOkeyDnoies..,., 2.o~i,~ ~ . , . .~ as uasuaus luaJ: 
ad le l  AOOOIIOrlOI ,~, .~, ~,eu:...,:ml_,~n..;.m. :ud,e° ': 
~ ' " L "- . . . .  " ; ~ " , . ' l Jd l l l s  Orlon and ta.. Size S - 9. 
:i wr is t  DOll)ass ~; +k;n  Lh~ n'ti~''k - -  n ' " k " n' 1 - 4*Fd~mr " ' ' '  4n~' . "  U ' ' . ' ' "  ~ v "  " ~ ' '4 '  
Panty Hose 2 ,..1.44 ~; .'.;,~,~,"d,.,,:.,~',;.. :: , , ,M " d . " '  .: 4 k "~4 . : '' " 4 " . " " 14 k ~ ' . 4' ( ~ jFOO,n~n t "k + " . .  1~ . 4 ' . 
,~ Fdlor ~ Hunlina,Vost o . .o , ,  1 .44  ~ ~ " " "  ~ / . . . - . -  , , .  ; . : :  SIip.porottos-"L~L ,~-  ;~  
,,~..,0,0.1,. -~ ••- - :~  : : : -~  : . . -~  .~ Br ide , ,  IHiv,_]~_.9_iaa ~ wean ~quaros;-'L ~g.o.u,M ii...,; %,...d•.,~.;,.i" !z.0~;l.qd, ' 
: ~ Praolnoe Arrows Z ,or , ,M  .. 14dl . :Flash Bombs : * .... • 1 ~ "  : - ' -~ /~ Head I Squaros*,,,i,i 6,*.i. ,i •~ r NENSIWKARi!:II~:: ~k ~:~ ~'~ r~ 
'AO lC le . r  , ' : , ,. m:,'m. " . . - . , . . . .~ , '  ..aw,. amsHr~a~m.  ~: _ v "a An  
" " "  " '~  °a lu$u"~leqd~r~l""° ' ' "~ l~ rmuda oso~'  
Bikini Briefs ~ ?~ 8 . , ,1 ,M .... Dre | !  Seeks ~1!i~ 
~,,,~,. ;stove Fuel,... ~ 1.44 ,~, ~...~ ~: , 
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Carbamates  can oDDITIES 
= oN THE NEWS 
[] contr ibute cancer i matter of life and breath--my 
ootopi need oxygen," said the 
WASH[NGTON (AP) --  A ical Society, R.M. Philpot of the frantic professor to the fire. 
family of pesticides widely used National Institute of Envi- man. 
on fruits and vegetables has ronnt~,al Health Sciences at So the f i r e m a n rushed 
• been linked to eancerin animals Resq  Triangle Park, N.C., across the street ~vith an oxy- 
by the United States Food and and ,',~,nest Hodgson of North gan tank to a hotel and re- 
vtved the babies., . . . . .  Drug Administration. Carolina State University, cau- "1' h e Brandeis University 
Spurred by the FDA findings, tioned against using so-called 
the Environmental Protection "synergists." pf~feasor, Jerome Wotlimky, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Agency is considering whether" EXPLAIN ACTION had been trarmporUng the oc .  
topi from the Bahamas to the~ a ban, or lesser restrictions, It has been found, they said, "New England A qu  a r i u m 
should be imposed on some or that synergists render iuaetive where he plarmed to use them 
all of these fungicides known as a substance called cytochrome 
carhamates, in animal.behavior e x p e r i- 
• Nodecision has been reached, P-4S0, which helps destroy merits. 
said Dr. William M. Upholt, many foreign compounds. When he arrived at the 
: 'These may be insecticides in hotel at I a.m. Tuesday he re- 
EPA's deputy assistant admin- insects or such things as drugs 
: istrator for pesticides pro- alized that the ootopuses in 
grams. He said there appears to or food additives in man," sa, little plastic bags, were dying 
be "no clear-cut evidence of ira. the report, from lack of oxygen. So he 
minent hazard to man" from "IJn view of this newly-fotmd ran across the street o a fire- 
the carhamates, interaction, and since we know house for a fireman and an 
~toDr. Virgil O. Wodicka, direc- that it occurs in mammals as oxygen tank. 
of the FDA's bureau of well as insects, there is new 
foods, wrote Upholt Aug. 23 that groumd for caution about he ,se 
* " agency scientists had con. of synergists in a widespread CENTENNIAL MEMO .- 
J firmed that the chemical way," Hodgson commented. Chilliwackwas incerporatedin 
ethylene thiourea eauses caneer The report did not say how 1873 as a rural municipality, 
of the thyroid gland when fed to widespread isthe current use of and got its first school the 
rats. A copy of the letter, which the pesticide synergists and it previous year. The Indian ame 
was not made public, has been did not assess any possible to Chil-uk-wey-uk meant valley of 
obtained by The Associated impact on human beings, the streams. 
Press. ;• 
~ H ~ Z " ~  T ETU isoneof  the chemicals . . . .  
rally after being sprayed on 
fruits, vegetables, grass, flow- 
. ers, bushes and trees. ~ (R.A.D. METHOD) 
l TRACES REMAIN I ANNOUNCES 
ALIAS: THE MESSIAH, SO. OF GOD, KIIG OF KBGS, LORD OF LORDS, PRINCEoF PEACE, ETC. Trac ,  of earbamate, and 
presumably ETU, remain on 'i Registration For •Fall Classes 
Notorious leader of an underground liberation Wanted for: treated fruits and vegetables 
movement• teaching that accepted religious and purchased at food stores, Wod- (3V~ YEARS & UP 
ickasaid, although the extent is i Enqui r ies  & Regist rat ion Associates with sul~versives, rift-raft, etc. philosophical concepts about God are ridiculous unknown. 
Claims: and/alse. 
to free men from hang-ups and give real peace discrediting beloved religious philosophers. "The whole thing is too new" ~ ][ Phone 635-378! 
and love, healing and teaching without a license, to evaluate the risk, Wodicka II~o,m,o,m~.o.lm~.o,~m.,~o~m~o<m~(~(~ 
that God can't handle "good" or "religious" BEWARE said in an interview. "If we find 
people. This man is extrefnely dangerous. His insidious it's a problem, we will speak in 
to be the only way to God. message is particularly dangerous to young a louder voice." I ~ l  
Meanwhile, two scientists re- 
r LW0 TI  
allmen must rely on him to know God and have idealists who haven't been properly taught to ported that chemicals used to W O O  eternal life• ignore him. 
• • ~ make bug.killers work better IIIII. I• G: liE IS STILL AT LARGE! may extend their effect to hu- 
mans. 
(Young People meet H im every  Saturday even ing at  8 o 'c lock  in the basement  In a report prepared for a BAI :K  TO SCHOOL PROMOTION 
of 4440 Park)  meeting of the American Chem- 
.,CR TJVJ  TnA.ilnl; OPPOnTUalTIES 
Dirty blackboards but FH 
ELEeTROiilOS TECHNICIANS 
teachers play g a m e s  ..The British Columbia Vocational School- Terrace is 
offering upgrade training programs for suitably qualified 
MONTREAL (CP) --  "We local hos'pitals and various technicians in the following fields; Solid State Theory, Radio 
used to take slow kids and learning centres and go on and Television Theory, Colour Television Theory, AM and 
have them wash the black- special field trips to observe FM Single Side Band Communications, Logic and Induslrial 
boards; now we're trying to and iearn from authorities. Control, and Micro Wave Radar Technology. 
teach them," said Paul Rigbt. He said there is a growing ..Applicants "must possess a minimum of  Grade XI 
That's why Paul, an ,ele- need for these teachers with mathmatics and Science plus basic electronic knowledge of 
mentaryschoolprincipolfrom special knowledge of the ex- workshop practise, electron theory, D.C. Circuits, D.C. 
the Eastern Townships, at- eeptional child, analysis and tube theory. 
tended the McGill University .• Interested person should apply to 
summer program in special John Worland, aspecialed. The Principal, Mr.  and Mrs.  Gary  Ross of 4530 Scoff Ave. ,  
education, ucation teacher from Lennox- B.C. Vocational School-Terrace, Ter race  were the winners  of the draw fo r  the 
He and 239 other teachers ville, Que., took the summer P.O. Box 726, Woolworth  BACK TO SCHOOL PROMOTION.  
were learning new ways of course to understand why so Terrace, B.C. 
teaching children who have many studentscan'tlearn, or  Total purchases between Sept. 2 and 11 for Mr. 
learning problems. Your nearest. Canada and Mrs. Ross were $93.88 Picture above is Mr 
One of the methods they "This course is a revelation Manpower Centre. ~ R o s s  rece iv ing  the $93.88 cheque f rom 
used was playing games. Not to me," he said. "1 realize ..Dormitory accommodation is available at the school. Woolworth  Store Manager  J.R. Evans.  
just any game, but games now that the problems of slow Financial assistance may be available to suitably qualified 
that represent learning situs- learners are much more corn- cnadidates. 
tions with rules not unlike plexthanIeverimagined." 
those of the real world, in- Pauline Ryan from New- 
volving risks and skills, found]and, who t~ehos spe- Harry, you saidt The idea is that children cial education, bad little train- 
who do not learn from regular ing in tbe field. She was sent 
t e a c h i n g methods can be to the course by her school 
helped to learn and achieve board and "now I feel I'm ~1 
when taught in a more way. better equippod to cope problems that arise in my weweregoing i ' "~ ' :  
Prof. Howard Strntt, who is classroom." ~?; " .  
in charge of the McGill spe. ~:~¢~ i :. '~ ' :  
~!~:~L.,~3,~:E~:! :~ .,~ - • . cial education program, out- Many of the teachers, like :* ::"~ : ,~ .~v:u~, ; :  i : ~' 
lined one of the methods used Pauline. had little or no train, outtonight to modify the behavior of a ing in the field although they "~ '~'~'~ 
hyperactive child, were teaching special educa. ....... ~' ..... • :,:.~!~.:~: ~'~"~'~~:~':~''"~-.~ ~ ~' 
"If, for example, the child tion. New regulations ow re- ~ '  ~ ....... ~ ~: ~k~? " 
runs around kicking other stu- quire them to be qualified. ' ..... " '": '~ ': ~' ~ 
dents, the teacher won't pun- ~:~:~'  ~ 
ish him or force him to stop The McGill summer pro- ;::~-~;~-~,~ : 
immediately but tries to get gram offered two levels of ! ! ~ ~  ~ 
the child to stop by degrees, training--a diploma course Harry's going out tonight. Along with a lot of other people, Harry ~ ~  
In other words, every time he and a master's degree, is going to look in his newspaper first. Even if he knows where he's ~ : : .  '~~ 
shows good behavior, he is re- going, he has to look up times, prices and places. Sports events, i "'; 
warded by candy and praise. It was directed to the needs movies, theatre, music or political rallies- the newspaper isthe l ~ s'~ 
The reward gradually be- of all teachers teaching chil- only !~ ~, . :~ .  ~ 
comes less tangible until he dren with learning problems, source Of information on what's happening now. Harry may 
shows good behavior without The program offers courses in feel he could do without anewspaper today. On the other hand, ~ 
promise of a reward." s p e ,e i a I methods, behavior he probably would rather stay home and read the paper. Think ~' 
Prof. Strutt said teachers problems and psychology~ of about it. What would you do without your newspaper? 
learning the new methods get the exceptional child. Other 
more than classroom expert, similar programs have been ABITIBI PAPER COMPANY LTD.,TORONTO, ONTARIO 
ence. They are sent o work in set up around the province. . ~ 
bob and anne ,,....,,.,,...,.,o t the world's pressrooms =' , 
buy: heir f i rst  home 
No family yet. But maybe. Someday, How big a house to buy : .i,. ~nnfn; ,I ~ : n , r 
today - for tomorrow? How much isa realistic Clown payment? .... *,/~r~.'?" ~:,"...:;' :'~ " " J . . . . . . . .  
Bobs salary is modest. But his ambiiiohs are high Anne works :i~ii .~'i; : ; i:: :il i 
too• HOW much can they afford tO pay each month? " " ..... .i'..",: ' ,  .," 
Can they gel a first mortgage? And how big should it be? What i: : ° 
if they need a second mortgage? • , ~ : ''r ' ~ ,~ :~ ;~jL.,, . 
At your local credit union we have the answers to all those ., ~ ,.": '  ~::::~ ~.,;; 
questions and some that Bob and Anne haven't even thought ::i 
up.yet. ,' : / : i .  i':/ ~'.." i i~'i ~/"*"'; '" 
Not only wiil we answer their questions, we'll arrange a first or . ' '".., ~,;$;~;. 
io of the best interest rates in town, i seq~nd m°rtgage f°rlhem at °~ I , ' i ,.,'::,: 
(ff ~o'u'h~ed ;i'm0rtgage drop in to your local Credit union. You II " :.?i :!~ 
:Wop'tregret We endahepnghand. . : ', • " I '~ : : ,~  
• "" "' • ~ :~'~i~i' : ';" 
. . . . . .  . . . .  c ;~2: ;  , ~ ~ 
• MONDAY,  SEPTEMBER 20, ~] 
m m  
- TaX Sale ,, 
• . ¢ 
The Didriot Of T erraoe 
. .A t  ten o'clock in lh6  forenoon, on the 30th day; of 
September, '1971, in the Council Chambers of the Municipal 
Hall at Terraeo, B.C.; there will be offered for sale by Public 
Auction,each and every parcel of real property upon which • 
any of, thetaxes are delinquent. . . 
., Following is e !ist of properties to be sold. This list may 
also be Inspected at the Municipal Office a,yflme during the 
regular business hours, prior t0the time of the Tax Sale. 
. ., , ~i ~ D.G. BENNEST 
for COLLECTOR 
• ; ,  i I .... ' '; i District of Terrace 
Dated this 16th of . ,  September, 1971 
LOT 6 *BLK 19 DL 360, R 5 rC,D,, PLAN 11003 2409 KALUM 
ST' • : ~ : 
N '/= OF LOT 3 BI;K 35 DL 360, R $ C.D., Plan 107S 2302 
KALUM•ST. 
• . . 
S '/= OF LOT3 BLK 357DL 360, R $ C .D . ,  Plan 1075 2220, 
KALUM ST .  
LOTS BLK 35 DL 360, R 5 C.D., PLAN 1075 2202 KALUM ST. 
LOT 11 S '/= BLK 3 DL 361, R 5 C.D., PLAN 3203 4722 
HAMER AVE. . 
LOT4OFLOT1 BLKTDL361 RSC.D.,PLAN4478 4731 
OLSON AVE. 
LOT 13 E '/~ BLK !! DL361, R 5 C.D., PLAN 3329 4725 PARK 
AVE. 
LOT "B"  OF LOT 1 BLK 12 DL 361, R5 C.D., PLAN 3127 4710 
LAKELSE AVE. 
PCL "A" (See D.F. 14404) OF LOTS 4 & 5 Of El& of NV= BLK 
13 DL 361, R S, C.D., PLAN 3198 4607 LOEN A V E . .  
LOT 5 Of NV= BLK 16, DL 361, R 5, C.D., PLAN 3273 
STRAUME AVE. 
LOT 13N'/=BLK 18 DL361, RS, C.D., PLAN 3287 
SOUCI E AVE. 
LOT 1 of N1/~ BLK 19, DL 361, R 5, C.D., PLAN 3291 
KALUM STREET 
4609 
4625 
/ 
3707 
LOT2 SV= B~K 19 DL 361, R 5, C.D., PLAN 3631 3703 KALUM 
ST .  
'LOT 13 BLK 6 DL 361, R 5 C.D., PLAN 972 3217 KALUM ST. & 
4601 & 4603 LAKELSE AVE. 
LOT 15 BLK 6 DL 361, R 5 C.D., PLAN 972 3213 KALUM ST. 
SHOWNAS PARK SUBLET FROM CIVIC CENTRE 
ASSOC., 
• PT DL 361 PL972 R5 C.D., PLAN972. 4621 DAVIS ST. 
LOT 1 Of ASGD PCL "'A" (See DF 14539) Of BLK 19 DL362, R 
5 C.D., PLAN 4853 3208 KENNEY ST. 
LOT2 OfASGD PCL"A" (See DF 14539) BLK 19 DL 362, R 5' 
C.D., PLAN 4853 3206 KENNEY ST. 
'.OT3 Of ASGD P .CL"A"  (See DF 14539) BLK 19 DL 362, R 5 
: .D. ,  PLAN 4853 4946 GREIG AVE. 
LOT 4 Of ASGD PCL " 'A"  (See DF 14539) BLK 19 DL 362, R 5 
C.D. , PLAN 4853 4942 GREIG AVE. 
LOT 4 Of SUBD Of LOT 2 BLK 38, DL 362, R 5 C.D., PLAN 
3542 4834 Walsh Ave. 
BLK 5 DL 364, R 5 C.D., PLAN 1066 4112 & 4122 KALUM 
LAKE DRIVE & 5303 HALLIWELL AVE. 
B LK 4 DL 36R, R 5 C.D., PLAN 3034 4326 LAKE LSE AVE. 
LOT i & W V= Of LOT2 BLK "C" DL 369, R 5 C.D., PLAN 972 
4450 PARK AVE. 
LOTS 5 TO 7 FLK I DL 369 R 5 C.D., PLAN 972 4543 4545 & 
4547 PARK AVE. • 
LOT 3 BLK 3 DL 369, R 5 C.D., PLAN 972 4455 PARK AVE. 
W V= Of LOT 9 BLK'2 DL 611, R S C.D., PLAN 1992 . 5035 
KEITH AVE. ~ 
LOT "B"  Of LOT 6, BLK 3, PLAN 2063, DL 611, R 5 C.D., 
PLAN 4025 4831 POHLE AVE. 
LOT13 EXCEPT PCL"A"  (EXPL PLAN 43771 BLK4 OF DL 
611 R 5 C.D., PLAN 3029 4935 AGA R AVE. 
(EXPL  P[ .AN 4377) BLK4 Of DL611 R 5 C.D., PLAN 3029 
4933 AGAR AVE. 
PCL "A"  (EXPL PLAN 4377) OF LOT 13 BLK 4 DL 611 R 5 
C.D., PLAN 3029 4933 AGAR AVE. 
E 1/2 LOT 8 BLK 5 DL 611 R S C.D., PLAN 3080 5030 AGAR 
AVE. , 
Wl/2Of LOT 13BLK5DL611, R5 C.D., PLAN 3080 5110 
AGAR AVE. 
LOT6BLK6DL611RSC.D.,PLAN30a0 5023 AGARAVE. 
LOT "A ' "  Of LOT13 BLK 2 PLAN 3154 DL 611, R5  C.D., 
PLAN 4822 5108 MILLS AVE. • ~" . . . . . .  : ' '* 
LOT " 'B ' "  Of LOT 13 BLK 2 PLAN 3154 DL 61b R 5 C.D. 
PLAN4822 5107Mc DEEKAVE. ., : . **~:  
W I/2 LOT28 eLK 2 OL 611, R S C.D., PLAN'3154 ='(,S0i 
GRAHAM AVE. : " ~i 
N V2 Of Lot 30, BLK 2 DL 611, R 5 C~D., PLAN 3154 )'24:) 
KENNEY ST. : . . . . . .  .'.::,,, 
LOT9 BLK 5 DL 611. PLAN 3154 EXCPTEXPL PLAN389~ 
5036 MCDEEK AVE. • ..,~:-:-~,~/' . 
LOT 0 BLK9 "L  611R S, C.D.,  PLAN 3"iS; . 48'4"-~ilNS I 
DRIVE . . . . .  ' " "~ ' ,  , 
LOT9 'BLK 9 DL 611 R 5 C.D;, PLAN 3154~4012451j1~iS 
DRIVE --.. :/'~'~ ..~ • 
LOT33 PcL Of R 2.¢ e I S C.O., PLAN4490 5KE i ST. ~ " '." '--'~i~-.: ,'.':' :-,'~ 
LOT4 Of ASGD PCL 3 (PLAN '/.V4VI~( DL 6i5, R '~,'C"i 
PLAN 432S 2603"BRAUN ST, ~ ,  ",.?';~L~ ', ;. ~. '~. ~,'..,, .':..'~ 
AvE.LOT64 DL 6157 R 5 ¢.D., PLAN~1215 : 5235 HAUGHLA* " k~ 
" / ( *  : . *  , ,  ,~ l ,  ~ .d ;~ 
, , ~ • ~ . >* : , "  %.,  . . : . , :~. , /  
ST. " ...... ~ i S,.: -:~:". '-IL '. ,',* ..:, ,,,,' • • .: - 4313 SP/.!RI 
LOT3 BLK  ~,  DL  917, R S C . I ) ,  PLAN 4311 L 4916. 
HALL IWE~L :AVE..'~;, " i~ ,~  ~ 
)NDAY,  SEPTEMBER 20,  1971 
'~ 'Y~" ' '  "~"  '~  : ' '~" - ; " i '~" .  ' : ,~ . , -~ , .  ~ , " " , ' , ' -  
- . ~ . ,  
. . . . .  TERI~CE HERALD, TERRACE, B.C. 
" -'L A -  "~ 
feature 
~*::~. . - '~ .~ l l imm-" -~ shown here with fluffy. 
Mary Sheppard, 9, of Terrace 
. . . . . . . . .  .See ig you can find the White Dov~ of Peace! 
. o  
a .  ~ p ,ge 
• j . • . , 
Maybe you've heard this little fellow around town! 
. . . . . . . . .  ; . . . .  . , . : . "  ; . . :  . ,W.hat 'p  foc,supw¢?.? . . . . . . . . .  = ,  ~ ,~,  
.., .,% . :~. f  
/ Now let's see, guide-book,, guided missile,: guide post,.'.,," 
. • . . "  • , , 
You come hack here again fido and I ' l l . . ; .  
• . . ~" . :~. < • ' . , ,. ' . .  
: /  . / i ! .  
• . . . .  ,~  
' . ,~. ~ .:~/:~.,i:~;:,,~ ~ 
• 4 i <-:.:! 
,i: , , ::~.i!ih! 
',' :i ~i ¸ 
, i i / / 
~"~:  i,i :i ¸ I/ ' ' ' 
. L,i L 
• ~:~: :'.I~.~S~ • ".,',;~ 
" : L ' , '  
~i '~J~,i ':,,~i'.~., :i~,i', ''~" ~: 
! :  .' . ~ . . - '~! :  Ir . ,  ~ ~!~i~ ~, 
i . . . . . . . . .  :" .~'-C - ~ m m  
;~:~:,,~.:!~.~:!~,i,~i i ~ . ~! i ':*~ ',/}~,,{H*.:I,!,~ 
/ 
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IMOOSE MILLER ® 
7 EIGHT Pl 
J / , jp_ l~w_5~.[.RpM_ ~ EVENINe  
] TH~ ~T,a~NPIiR.PS! ~ HA'NDLE 
I Archie ® 
By Bob Weber 
By Bob "Montana 
TERRACE, BC. 
• ~ i~ '. ~i :" 
f"- ~ ~...:.',..',..~:~::..+.-,:. - .... .............. ,v --.+.x::::i::.:~::::<.~: ~ ::: ~ , I~"~BE "~ '~WH~'V  It YOU f JU~HEA~) ,="~ ~::~~:~.~i~ii~::!::~:!:!~:~f.~:~! . . . . . . . .  ~::i 
LOVE .~ ( .SEEN HER ~ . B~EAUTY IS ONLY)," '-  ~;~Z;1.. A GERMAN i~ ~1 "q-% |~ :: :" ,~-:;h/ ,'*;~: 
IS STUPID 6RETEL ./ TAKE HER ~ 5HE'.~ A ~. SKIN DEEP//Ad~( t, ~;'~,~i~'~:~ SHEPHERD ~i~:*: :  + " 
I SHE KEEPS CHASIN6 hAE/I IN YOUR ~ /': ~ /  ~ , . . . . _~_~ THL ::.,..:~..:.~+~:~..:~::m . . . . . .  ~.~:::::::::::~:r..~ .......... ...... ~:~ ..,~,:,.;'~ ;~ ..:: ' 
I YESTERD~,Y SHE CHASED l AR~.~ ONCE ~ J ! ~ ~ | SKI i~i!ill iiiiiiiii ::iii ~ =i i:~ + "::~ i 
- ++++ + 
k , . ~ ~  . . . .  ! i++i::i+:i:+i++~,++~ ~+!+iii+++i+i " I~M ii::M!~ :~" ............. ~:~:~ ; +"k ~~+ . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
J L  
i~  Lions (Centennial) Club presentations this week in Terrace saw for the visitation of other clubs coupled with the award for Zone 
=~iil,, ~ili| I ~' ~ f///t ) j visiting club officials. District 19-A Governor Bob La Bran (left) A-4, went o the Terrace club. The club members met Friday to 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,+.,'1" with Terrace.Club President Brian Burdette and 4-A Zbne acknowledge th  presentations. 
't,,~. ! "  . . . . . . . . . . .  " ~  I Chairman, Jules ; Perry (right) hold up special awards. Trophy " 
I fl Boiley By I A o .ko :++++++++++++++++++++++ Bee e ® Mort Walker "~ 
mu.szc . .: 
~°' tra~l ends ~ "Z T~OU~T LT. FLAP I~EAD',/ WA6 C~OIN~, .,~ 
+ I ' ° / ++ ' ' "+ '+ " ) /+  °"* 
:' "+':'+'"+~ k / OF: YOU IS ~._. - -~  ~ ~ Iu+e "me 
. ] j~ I.'I*V. TO ~ ~ TheAiaska Music Trail series : : 
- - - ?  \ GE THOR I= ..... ~ '. of concerts which has been 
~ ~ - ~ ~  ~ ~I  ~ ! ~  ~ ~  offered toTerrace residents for ~ 
? - - ~ ~  i i~!  ~ the past hree years will not be 
i~i~i '~ti~ ~ ~': presented this fall. John M. 
Chen Wing,Vice President ofthe 
O Terrace Concert Association 
• reports that Alaska Trails will 
~ ~ ~ ~.£ be replaced by La Jeunesse .~_ "~ 
~ ~ ~ X  I Musical,. ; Winchester Shot ' ~ ~ The first concert in the series , . will be held on Saturday, t., 
' October 9, 1971 at 8:00 p.m. in 
the Skeena Junior Secondary [~ '~( Hi and. Lois ® By Mort Walker & Dik Browne Auditorium and will feature a SIZ S 
thirteen man String Orchestra. • ~ . . . . . . . .  "~ 
' ' ' Tickets will be available at . , ~{ 
' : $3 ,97  
if" WNY DII~I T Y~ C_.~,~LILT--"~-~'~ [/ WGV~ ~fWRAT DO YOU ~ YO0 ~)t~NC~R "~ the annual general meeting of the Terrace Concert ~-  ~ ( ME BEFORE YOU BOIJ~HT ] l |  I ~WAVS ~0 I I  ~F_~N, D~VISJON OF /~ONb'Y AND / 
/ ~,"~\ "THAT CHEAP STOCK? / I~1 A DIVISION ~ RES"PON~I~ILITIE~ .~ • LOSE IT ,,,,/ Association to be held on the 
~ ~ ~ 1 ~  y ~  basement of the Centennial Ai pOX .'~ :~/~. .  Library on Monday September "~ . . . .  "~  
20, 1971 at'8!00 l~m~¢lUt.l~g ~hich !i~'i' " :'+`" ' :  ~ ...... : " ' '  .,,i ,, ," ' + L . l ". ", . '% . , : ~ , ,  " t " VV  " : ,  " ~  c 
electionofoffieerswill',I~+ :Ilordon & + +  ....... ; ' +  . . . . .  +"+Lid':' I ~ ~ ~  --  _ , _.z:. placeforthe1971-72season..,~ n I I V . . . . .  i '"~"": 
The housewife can help ande,snn 
protect the family's heart + 
health by preparing fat- 
controlled, low-cholesterol "~ ' "~ 
meals. The B.C. Heart Foun- .~ 4606 Laze l le  635-6576 4( 
darien can provide education 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~' .  / / .  ' ~ ~ materials to help achieve this. "~.,~..J~ ,~. ,1~ ,,~ .~  ~L ,~  ~,  .~  ,~  ~ .~ ,~  .~  ,~  ,~  .~  ,~  ,~  ,~L ,~, .~"~ 
Annual Genial Meeting 
TERRACE CONCERT ASSN. 
Mon, 20th Seph 1971 
8 pm 
Terrace 0entennial Library 
ALL MEMBERS PLEASE ATTEND 
The things you eat. can have 
an effect on your heart, the B.C. 
Heart Foundation says. 
Reducing the intake of 
cholesterol and saturated fat 
can be a step on the road to 
protecting your heart. 
XXXXXX 
There is scientific eveidence 
that reducing the amount of 
cholesterol and saturated fat in 
the food we eat may help reduce 
the risk of heart disease, says 
the B.C. Heart Foundatipn. 
UPLAND SHELL 
& CAR WASH 
WINTERIZE 
. . . . . .  NOW! / L /  
ur Next Lubr inat ion  I I xt ric ti n & 0i11 0hanp 
, ,  , , ,  ;Y~ Si04 Kalum 
'.?! 
...... , '; : 
=ve,+Sheli Super:Gifts . . . , ,  i.(r::~ 
~e'Ve  
Got 
Them!!l the beamtiful bay from Japan 
i: See Us 
Also ' "  
For, 
1972~ Models Are Now Ready ToBe Viewed.i; ; :?; : 
. .... ' . . !  ~ ,,A',~ ,..:.. - r. ?!., :" +,'"?+:~+; 
.... . . . . .  +i~'i : :': :" '': /'~'" 
O0me In And s See Our Line Of 6ood:::UIed!,:-~Oars!i 
Skeena Auto Metal Sh0p 
4842 W, liwaY: 16: . . . . . . . .  , 
• ,;'I:-Y "' *" " :" 
Im.21ZI~, :  ,, 
- I 
- r*,v, 
+. 
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[ TERRACE.HERALD 
3212 Kalum Street. 
Terrace, B.C. 
P .O.  Box 399 
Phone 635.6357 
- NotlonalAdvertlsing 
Armstrong-.Dagg 
' Representatives L,td; 
No'stern Regional Newspapers 
.207 West Hastings Street " 
Vancouver, B.C; ' 
~lber Of: : - ': 
• B.C, DIvision of th'e " 
'Canadian Weekly NeWSl~pers 
~oclation 
and 
Verified Circulation :' 
classified Rates " 
,e cents e word (Mtnlmum ~) 
rds) Display clesi;Ifled Sl.25 an 
:h. 
Subscription Rates 
51ngl e Copy lS cents 
.arly in 
.arly by mall Sm in Canada 
at 2 outside Cahada 
thorized as s~ec6nd ciass mall  by 
.~ Post Office Dept., Ottawa and 
payment of postage in cash. 
• Coming.  Events  
~ual General meeting Terrace 
,cert Association Monday, 20th 
~tember, 1971. 8 o.m. Terrace 
~tennlel Library. All members 
sse attend. (C-21.3) 
)x United Church Women will 
/ 
J their fall bazaar on Saturday, 
:ember 4, in the church hall from 
$ pm. (C-21-3) 
Matthew's Anglican Church 
~ar Saturday, Nov. 27 in the 
sh Hall, Park Ave. (C-21•3) 
l" Music,  Ar t ,  Danc i ,g  
~uslc Instruction: Enroll now for 
~uslc instruction in piano, organ, 
:cordian. Northern Music Rentals, 
;$2 Lazelle Ave., 625.3388. (CTF 
' Jean Spencer 
A.R.C.T., B.C.R.M.T;A. 
Teacher Of Singing 
635.3352 
(C-22.3) 
14 - Business Per~qn.~l 
• i 
B~KHOE'  FOR HLR]E 
~j : Hour or Con'tract 
H ' : '  . 'Reasonab le :  ' 
In.:::: 'PH'0NE, '  " " "' 
tl ; "635-3617" . " 
t I [ IL~F)  ANYT IME 'i 
Will .do Roto-tiliiog Any size plot or 
acreage. Phone 635.3200 after 2 pm. 
(P .24)  " 
GENERAL ROOFING 
NO lob too big 
No lob too small 
See your roo~lng specialist 
ST EVE PARZENTNY 
ROOFING CO. LTD. 
General Roofing (Bonded) 
Phone night or day 635-2724 
(CTF) 
For Hire: 966C Loader. with bucket 
or grapple, Hourly or on contract. 
Phone 635-3528 (P-22) 
If'you Want . POSt hole digging, 
Rotor Tilling and backfilling, etc. 
Phone 625-6782. (P.22) 
ALLAN J. McCaLL 
NOTARY PU BLIC 
4646 Lakelse Ave. 
Phone635.7282 
Res.635.2662 
Terrace, B.C. (CTF) 
TONY'SMOBILE  HOME 
SERVICE'& REPAIRS 
For Complete Installation & 
Service 
Blocking & Hook.up ell Services 
Skirting & ~ Porches & 
Dismanteling C.T..F) 
Phone 635-7849 Terrace, B.C .  
APPLIANCE REPAIRS 
For service to refrigerators, 
freezers, washers, dryers, ranges.. 
Call Bill Webb at 635.2188. (CTF) 
For your Radio and T.V. Repairs, 
Phone 635-3630 across from the 
Legi°nl=RE D'S FURNITUI~E 
(a 'division of Fred's Refrigeration} 
(CTFI 
Hunting and fishing 3-  Personal 
- - " - on Beblne Lake 
|.F. & A.M. Dist. t2 Centennial MooseandRainbow 
~ance, K i t imat Sept. 25, 1971. 
SUSKWA LODGE 
you sic~ a~Cl tired of being .31ck otSmlthers Lending 
Ind~Alcoh( ) l l c .Anon~mous  Cabins;l~oats, m 
~ell~ yOU. Cab!ns, boats, motors'and gas 
Meetings _ "'~ '~ ~:/ ~;~ :"~ ":" ' * ""' 
.dun~ns meet every Wed., 8 P.M." ,~ Write, Box 18S; 
'keens Valley Gl'oup every Thurs., 9 phone 847-9727 
.M . "  
errace Family Group every Sat,, 9 
i;eakfast Meet~g every Sunday 11 photos, certificates 
,M .  
,11 meetings held In the old Llbrery 
~uilding at Kalum end Lakelse'Ave. 
For information write .Box $64 
'efface, B.C. or Phone 635.2830 or 
~3.e:  .~_ ~-.~=_..,..~.... 
:4 Business Personal 
MOBILE STEAM CLEANING 
24.Hour Service 
" PH. 635-5043 
(P-2t) 
L MAK E MeN EY 
a Tri-Chem Instructor~ Greatly 
:eded in the Terrace area 
structors for Tri.Chem Liquid 
mbrolderY. 
are while you Learn. Easy and 
~loyable. 
br information. Please Contact 
rs. Jeanette Szlauko, General 
ellvery Endako; B.C. (C-23) 
COSMETI CCAREER 
Needed, people to teach 
I~ofesslonal make-up techniques. 
Executive position, also[ 
avalleble Free Training 
VIV IAN WOODAR D 
COSMETICS 
5UeSIDIARY OF GENERAL 
FOODS LTD. 
for fupther information contact 
l~;:.:$mltherS; BICi: or 
(P.21) 
PICTURE FRAMES 
Framing Of pelntings, pictures, 
;, needlepoint etc. 
Ready to hang. 50 frame styles to 
choose from 635.2188. (CTF) 
TELEVISION & ELECTRONIC 
SERVICING 
Phone 635.3715 anytime. (CTF) 
SLASHFIRES: "A burning shame. 
(P -26)  
Make shopping a "Fun Thing" 
Visit a very interesting and 
different storewhere you will find 
OLD FASHIONED PERSONAL 
ATTENTION 
For expert advice on 
HEALTH FOODS 
See Howard and Pegeen in 
.'THE MARKET PLACE 
.. 4603 Lazelle Ave. 
Phone 635-7717 
(CTF } 
- I 
TVAND APPLIANCE REPAIR 
for reliable service and-repelr 
Contact Ron's T.V. and Appliance 
635.3179 anytime. (CTF) 
. BERNINASEWING MACHINE. (
Thompson Bernina now 
Ioceted in 
ELKEN MERCANTILE 
Best selection, best values In towi 
from: 559.95 up including free 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
Phone 635.2552 ' (CTF 
TERRACE EXCAVATING 
~mplete septic sys tem Installed. 
I]ackhoe work by the hour; o~ 
:0ntract. 
=or free estimates call ~%~.30& 
(CT F ) 
31anche I:aBIo~(~ at 635.2005. ,P T 
ic22, 24.26m ]8 - Help Wanted -: Male  
m m m ~ m m ~  , " , 
)NTRACTORS- BUSINESS MEN .Part-tilde work avallal~le "Aye. 3 
PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE: You hours per day, yesr round. Ideal for 
s on lhe lob & your telephone Is shift' workers . .  NO oxporlence. 
~glng, unanswered, with potentlsl necessary. Reply'Advort is~r,:  Box 
slnees, you ore losing m0ney.:An 694, Terrace'Herald,,atati.n~l phone 
lenslon phone In my office will let no. and addrees,etc.;(CTF) . . 
public know lhet you'are still In  ':20 - Help  Wanted : '  '::. s lness. Must have 10 clients to. 
gin thi s service, October .197,1. Will 
,odo typ!og In my offl(:e. Call 625,: . : i  - Female  : ~ ," ,. '7''~/'i ' ": 
16,. (P .21)  
~ i  Experienced' Secretary.'requIl'ed.' 
Apply In own hondwrltlng' .tO, 
Advertiser, Bbx 667, • Tei'r~ce 
• Herald. Terra,e; B.C.:(CTF) 
Wanted: Part tlFm receptionist" fqP 
' medical office. Pl~one 5.3630,' (P.22) 
:.WATER w|LtS' 
:(:all your Iocail.V owned. 
Clerk typist qeeded."stee~ly half" 
time at Skeena Juhlor Secondary 
SchoOl. Hours to be arrenged, Phone 
'~5-29.15..To arrange. Inter¥1ow with 
prlnclapol. (C-21.3) 
2S:.:~ :Situations Wtd , .  
28 - Furn i ture  for  Sale '43 - Rooms: fo r  Re'el 
For Sale: bedr0om~ ~ Suite, • •OSBORNE GUEST HOUSE." 
chosterfleld, lamps,: end taboos,' Comto~:tab • rooms in - .quiet 
d in lng ~able and others. Owners residential area. 2612 Hell Street. 
movlng.'Apt. 6- 3506 Kalu~. Sliver Phone 635-21)'I. (CTF) 
Gardeng "Apti; Phone 635.2047. 
(STF) ' ' FLYNN APTS.. ' 
: 'Furnished rooms and furnished 
Must sell - One lll~e now bedroom 
suite. Phone 5.2457 after 6.weekdoys~ 
(P .21)  
For Sale: S pc. tame and chalr set; 
chairs are,orange ,gold, brown and 
green prldt. New condition. $30.00 
Phone 635-~4~. (P.22) 
For sale:~ - . . :  , 
1 s tove  & fridge $125.; Kitchen table 
4 chaII1 $35.; Study desk $30.~ '1 
Monde 5 pce. bedroum suite $125. 2 
tone gray wilton rug, 9 k 12. siJItable 
for bedroom 130;00. 1 Duncan • Phy~e: 
table. 520. Phone 5-7935. (C-21) 
29 -•Mus ica l  Instruments 
Musical Instruments: Piano's for 
rent with option tO purchase. Gu tars 
an¢ amplifiers for sale o r .  ront. 
Northern ~usical  Rentals, 4SS2 
Lazelle Ave., 635-3388..(CTF) 
32 - Bicyles,  Motorcylesq 
For Sale - 1968 BSA &~ Lightning. 
Excellent c0ndltlen. Reasonable 
offers will be donsldered; Phone ~-  
• 2573 or view at 3edl Eby St. (P-22) 
For Sale • ~0 cc Trluml~h Trophy 
apts, Cooking facilities "ovallable. 
Phone ~S.63.r~ CTF) 
Hillside Lodge 
4450 Llffle Ave. I " 
.Sleeping rooms, housekeeping units, 
centrally located/fu I furnished. 
Reosonable ratesby weak or month. 
Non-drinkers only. Phone 635•~11 
(CTF)..  
KEYSTONE COURT APTS. 
1,2, & 3 bedroom deluxe suites Scott 
Ave/Terrace. Swimming pool for 
tenants.'Phone 635.5224, (CTF) 
44 - Room & Board 
Room and Board for single working 
glrl. Phone 035-3397 (STF) \ 
Room • and Bosr~l' or room with or 
without complete private kitchen 
orea.:Apply 35.14 Eby St. ahytir~e. 
but best between 9:00-AM - 10:0OAM 
or 6:00 p/1;l - 7:00 PM. (P -21)  
Room and Board available in town 
for gentleman. Phone 635.55"/2. (P- 
21) 
45-  Room & Board Wtd. 
motorcycle-1971 PriceS1150. Phone WANTED Room an(~ Board for 
635.5376 (CTF) • - 
33-  For  Sale - Misc. 
For Sale: 1 second hand iron. Phone 
635.7945. after 6 Pm. (P .22)  
For Sale • Precast sidewalks 
concrete petlo blocks, different 
shapes and colors, quotes on laying 
sidewalks. Phone 635.2603 Uplends 
Nursery. (CTF) 
For Sale - Heavy duty 8 x 10 ft. ex- 
tension logging bunk;=. Sprldg 
loaded stakes. $1,000 cash. Phone 
635-7629 or see at 946 Paquette, 
Thornhlll. (C-21-3) 
.EQr.. Sale -" 6.95 x 14 
4 ply, tubeless studded winter tires. 
L~ss than' 2~ miles each S20.00 pr. 
Phone S.7303..(P.21) - 
For Sale - Approx. 3 tons coal. $25.00 
per ton. Phone 635.5171; (P.22) 
34 - For Rent .  Misc. :  
For Rent. Indoor storage space for 
motorcycles, campers, skldoos, 
boats, pickups, etc. Phone 635.2603 
(CTF) 
Single girl wanled to shere trailer In 
Thornhlll. Phone 635.~31 ariel" .6 00 
p.m. anc~ weekends. (P-22)., 
37 . Pets ` 
Must Sell ' ;  1 yearling, part 
eppoloosa e~d Welsh pony. What- 
offers?? Phone-5-2484. (P-26) ' 
PALL SALE 
20 horses, 2 tons of hay or St00.00 
dlscount wlth ee~h horse purchased. 
Phone 635:6170 days and ask for 
Frank or" Phone' 635-2956 Phone 
evenings 635-7472. (P.22) 
1For Sale: Hungsrlan VIZL;A pups. 
423 Emerson Place. Prince Rupert, 
B.C. Phone 624-9456. (P.21) 
38 - Wanted - Misc.  
Wanted: 'Ashley Wood burning 
heater. Phone 635.7041 oftor. 5 pm 
(STF) 
WANTED: One old used dresser. 
Phone 5.24~ after 6 weekdays. (P- 
21) 
Wanted • 1 second hand sewing 
machine. Phone635.7945. after 6. (P- 
22) 
Wanted to buy good used furniture 
Contact Freds FuPniture 635-3630. 
(CTF) 
39.  Boats & Engines 
For Salei 14 ft. AIumlnlum Post. 
erand new. Asking $350. Phone &~. 
2321. (STF) 
j I " 
FOR 8AL'E . Deluxe flbroglass~ 
canoe. /~usknge 17ft. 3 monthsi 
old: 11225. phone ~15.78Y3 (P.23) ! 
For Sale. 20" Csbin Day ~;rt sar - 
with 60 h.p. outboprd motor~ 18 h.p,." 
auXllary, mot01~/'llte ' : la(~kel i, * "~.n 
• anchor and moorage as' e)~tra 
: Included reasonably priced for quick' 
'sale. Phone 635.2988. (P.27)., •, ,  
L41 :; Machinery; :for. Saie .:: 
For Sale: John'Deere'cat w~th k ado, 
' model 4~0.c; 'In'excellent csnd tloq. 
Priced:.for ~uick:,'ule: at  ~I,0 ).~0~ 
• Phone S-~4~.•(P .~ I ' I~) ' t  •.:::! "! : , '::. ". : ,•  
For saie: 14;A D'~'Wlnch with.young 
towing: arch; ;-angle -doze-, ~ "A .  
Tro.cks, brush,dozer. 114,000.00 
19~B van, nsulat~d hardwo~l floor, 
excellent condlt.loq.'¢! ,200 00, Ph~e 
690-7272 Ft.'Fraser, E~C, (P.29) 
43.;..Ro0mS:if0r• Rent  " 
For Rent; ~ sln0[e g~orato:rooms 
for rent;'/~pply at ~17 Orelg'.6,ve or 
l~one S-d052. (P42}, 
non.drlnker.'Phone 635-7617 before 7 
pm. (P-21) 
47- Homes for Rent  
For Rent . Row houses with 
basement. Refrigerator and stoves, 
some with 'washers and dryel's. 
Electric heat. Close to downtown 
'and schools. " Playground for 
children. $190.00 oer month. • 
References required. 'APPlV M~s. 
Joyce Giovanni, Cedergrove 
Gardens, ,1529 Straume, ate. 125. 
Phone 5.3231. (CTF) 
- I  bedroom & 2 bedroom houses for 
rent. 6oth furnished. Phone 63~-5692. 
af ter  6' p ro :  (P -22)  
For Rent -:Available Oct. 1, Nice 
clean 2 bedroom unit for'small 
family. Unfurnished. No pets 
allowed. In Thornhlll area. Phone 
635-6668 after L 4 p.m.  (P -22)  
KALUM GARDENS 
3 BEI)R()OM DELUX I~ 
TOWNHOUSES " 
deslgned for family llvlng. 
Carpeting, Carport 
and Full basement. 
ForAppointment to 
view Ph. 635-73m :
(CTF) , ,, 
Furnished Cabins weekly and 
monthly rates. Cedars Motel. Phoae 
635.2258. ,{CTF-3) ..... 
. • .. 
House for Rent: In RosEwood. 30 
miles north of T(~rrace, on Nass 
Road. Basement liveable, upstelrs 
roughed In only. 'For further In. 
formation call 635-4294 or 635"7037, 
(STF) 
48-  Suites for Rent 
For Ren't: Orie bedroom basement 
suite. Stove and frldge. Phone 5.6730. 
(P.-21)' 
For Rent. a large 2 bedroom suite 
with or W thout frldge and stove. 6 
miles' from fawn' at New Renlo. 
Phone S.4081. (P-21) 
For Rent • 2 bedroom suite. Fridge 
and stove and laundry fa~llltlss. 
Quiet adults only. No plHs.'Avallable 
Oct. 1st'. Phone 5.~45~. (P-2|) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom suite • stove 
and frldge, t026 River Dr. Pho'ne 6~- 
6445. (C.22.3) 
49 - Homes for  Sale 
For Sale - S bedroom home. 2 In 1he 
basement, w.w carpet In dining, 
living room 'and hall. "Alcoa sldlng 
electric heat. 1 year old. 'Any 
reasonable offer; considered. Phone 
635.59S3 (P-21) 
AttrqFtlve , 3 B~Iroom home on 
nlcely landscaped 90 foot l o t  Ip 
Terrace. W-w in Living room - 
dining room and In 2 hr. Large, well- 
oppolnted~kitch~. Covered carport, 
paved drlvewoy. Phone d35.T/70. (P -  
22) .  , 
For Sale: 1 yr. old 3 bedroom home. 
excellent I.ocutloQ. Many.  extras. 
Phone }-6708. after 5:00 .pro ~r 
~nytlm.e on weekonds. (p.20) 
For Sole; Secluded 3 bedroom home 
on :l;4 acres: lh. low tax distr ict .  
Flreplaoe; w.w in flying room. Fe:ult 
trees. For more Intormetlon phone 
"635~,1075"(,P;23) . . . .  
, For" Sale • t~Ust Sell, 4 bedroom 
: house located In Terrace. 'Electric 
Met, flreploc~:. Will sell for lease o~ 
rentdl with OPtion to Ipurchase. For 
InfOrm'align 'phone collect, I~ltlmst 
632.7481. (P -21)  . ' ~ . " : ' 
'F0r Sale: 2 year old Gold Medallion 
3.bedroon l  home'in No'.1 resldentlsl 
area. w.w • fireplace, aundeck etc,' 
.Near hl(Ih school. Phone 6,15-3440. 
(P .22)  
' Room :for :Rent, ' tor  .gentl For Sale...orrent. with optloq.. 3. 
' pr ivate h~rn'e, p'rlvate hal ian: oeeroom house off Qdeensway. On 
~,, . - Female  : ,'!entrapce. P, ho~e635.SS4S. (P. . . . .  75X203~Iot. phono635•291Sorcollot 
" ' 1803 Mapl e St .  , (P.22) 
Will do babyalttlng in my own home, 
ROOm for young workingman with FOR SA~.E BY OWN R " '--':" five da~a week; Phone &lS.2~0S. (P . '  
• Io serve" yo ,  bethel ' . ,  ~,) "~ I q " kltch'e" ~nd l lV l "~r~ ~ClJJt~ r " I  & d I S ' Oe"utl~Ul 
_ . • L CI0s~fot0~I1 Phone 43~4294or 6.18[: epaclOUS home, en VIew Iot,.¢ osa tb 
• . 37 STY: ' tow~, In 6 quiet o 14 4501 'Cedar 70 . (  ) . . . . . . . .  " r - 
'~AII wor k guaPante~l.'/ : 28 - :Furn i tu re : fo r  Sale:, :!  " . . . .  ' ~ creec#nt. ~600 squoru teat 0p tv~ :~,,~-.~,,.,;;.~, ; ; , , - - ; ; , ' :  L.~_'2. ,',~^" ;floor=,: Wlth ~all to Wall. Carl~et up 
C:-A - . . . . . .  " : ' "  . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . .  * . . . . . . . . . .  " "  " - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " ' " ° "  " ' "  • ' ' "  ~ . . . . . . . . .  " ¢ouklng.fscllltlul, 140'per month ,  '~- ' - t "  P-'--' ~--;' k . _ .  ~ . . . . .  . I~ I . I=or Salei !Bedroom S01te,!~'frldge, . Phone ~13 2311 (CTF) . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  I~ I ~:" ~IA'T!!WAYMO!:EI" : '  I I &l$.S201L,, (P,:i2) n lw i1~1~ i u l l l l  i i  ~ v 
. . . .  ~'" : " : "  :;'~: ." " : :  / "  : I '.. I :,, ~ ~'RII)UCiORA.YE$,,~I'I ' I' Par .$11a!;"UpShllTe,: dOWllltal~'o 
14~'y., 16 .East :ii.l",e~rp~':~B:'~: '~ra..y~u"::~j~aylng~..too~ ..'m~¢h!:,for~,. I : .  I ';" .. v . . . . / / , . . ' , :  ';/. ~i. ,~. ,, , ' |  I du'pleX.-Ager'Avonoe. ReVmUa 1395, 
-, . . . . . . .  , .  ~:,,...:~,:,, ,:., ~: . furnltureT: It~$o~,fr~ :our,~;f~mliui~, I ,.~ ~II M~lh ly  . ' : k~ ly  ,!::,:, ' :, I I ,  l~r. m00th. •MUst, ~I I ,  Tako:lltlle. 
:.rentlnB~.pl6n;,l,~,Wi;. ~i I l~One•and_:'lw0,.b~!l .qo~q.~Itesl: l:'cosh, t~.~nd(e. N0rell~18ble:offor' -:, Ph011e:635.610~. .ront/ic~r0Mi! 
,h0u~hold'~:'fumlt0ro V~ I• .-.| Ph~ 4 ,1S ;~/ .  :.,, !,-,n. : I. :refule¢o.Hdu~ 4Yrl~~l¢l. Pheno 6,~.~ ..:'lhclod!ng:,::'r 
:,wlth 0Ptl~:,tO,~uy;: ~ ~. 
~15.~.  (CYF '4434.Lakeli0 ~ AyQ," "'~ ~.~ 
. , , . 
- . ..'.- . • ; : . ' / '  • . . 
? " ~ . . . ' :  ,: 
50-  Houses Wtd. to Buy' 
HOMEWANTED 
Owner of as new,35 x 12 custom.built 
Knight ~oblle home would l ike to 
trade up on modern 2;3 bedroom 
home In Terrace area; Cakh for 
balance available. No.30 Tim- 
berland Trailer Court. Phone 635- 
2715. (P .~2} 
' .  , - , . .  
57.  Autom0bi les 
'I;60 Thunderbird 2 D;H.T. 
Reconditioned 390 engine.,  Fuli 
power equipped with .bufloq and 
pleaded. Black and white Inte;'ior; " 
Good rubber with 2 studde~l wlntor 
tlreS on rlms. good cond'Itlon. Best' 
offer; Phone 624.3648 . 6 to '7.p.m. 
Prince Rupert. or write 1121~ Hays 
Cove-Ave. Rrlnee Rupert~ .(C-21} 
51 - Business Locations• 
;)Newly Decorated Office 
• Birch panelled walls, wall to wall 
• .carpet. Electric heat.Lerge."N~" 
windows. Approx. 900 square f e'~. on" 
LakeP, e Ave. Apply - E lken 
• Mercanl:.ll~ Phene'.635.2552. (CTF:3) 
Offices, heat and light Included. 
Phone 63.~3147 end 635-2312 (CTF) 
For rent - 1 2 buslrleas spaces In new 
building S00 sq. tt. & 800 sq. ft. Pho, le. 
635.7985 (CTF) 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
Building 16V=" x 22~'. interior 
)anelled and has complete 
~eetlng and II0htlng plus 
~athrgom facilities. Can be easily 
moved. May be vlewed at 2S16 S. 
Kalum St. or Phone 635:685? 
(CTF) 
55 - Property for Sale 
For Sale • Highway,frontage land. 
Level, uncleared. Good top soil. 
Hydro available 12 and 30 acre 
parcels located 7 miles old Remo 
Road. Contact H.W. Firth, or write 
Box 443, Terrace, B.C. (CTF) 
I'ARGE VIEW LOTS, CMHC ap. 
proved, close to main intersection 
.and schools. M,50i).00 each. ' 
SEMI-VIEW LOTS, 100' x 100' same 
conditions and location as above. 
$3,500.00; each PHONE • 635-5205. 
(P-22) 
For Sale: Property In the Nass. 
Contact SI or Bobby Davis, Box 129, 
Nasa Camp, Terl:ace, B.C. (CTF) 
FOR SALE.BY OWN ER 
Lot in Thornhl!l. Has septic tank: 
and field on public water supply: 
Has existing concrete foundation. 
Can arrange 100 percent financing 
for approved party. Phone 635-7337 
(CTF) 
Acreages for sale - 4.& 5 acre 
parcels just north of Terrace city 
limits; Water avallable,~ terms. 
Phone 635.5900 (CTF) 
FO R SALE 
Lakeshors Lease for Sale. "Approx. 
3V= acres with ,165' of Lakeshore• 
sItua~ed; Oll wes~ s~lore of Lekelse 
Lake. Interested partle~; please 
phone ¢lS.TSS4. !P'-22) ". 
56.  Business Oppor tun i ty  
For Northern B.C., one of the 
fastest moving ten)s, "CRAN-' |  
BROO'K F.LOWERSON WOOD," I 
A unique and original product. I 
Made In Canada. $I,~00 In- ' l  
vestment, backed by StOC~;. 
Potential unllmltedt can make 
investrne~it back In one month. 
Year re(rod Huoiness (Chrlstm~'~ 
busiest season.) 
So write or phone soon for more 
Informat l~.  
K and H Enter~rises Ltd.. 
• BOX 699, 
Crankbrook, B.C. 
. 426-6900 (C-22.3)  
57 - Automobiles 
I " SACR,F'C  J 
1968 Plymouth Fury I, 6 auto, 
Leaving countrY/. Must sell." 
Stereo tape deck Included..~1,400 
or offer. Phone 635•5,149 [1~-22] 
For sale • 1963 Comet; Phone 635- 
~20 (P-22P: 
For Sale • 56 Chev. •Also M Chev. 
Both In top condltlo~. Phone 635-6732 
or apl)ly at 200 Simpson 'Ave., In 
Thornhlll. (P.25) 
For Sale - 1965 Jeep Wagoneer. Low 
mlleoge, goodconditlon. Standard 6 
cyl. $1050; Phone 635:59'42 (P.22) 
• For Sale - 1966 Pontiac Parlslenne, 2 
door hurdtop~ 32"/ cu. In motor~ 
Power Steering, power brakes, 
radio: 'Automatic. transmission• 
Phone 635.7554. '(P-22) 
For Sale - 1969 Buick Skylark, 2 dr. 
hardtOP v 350 cu. in., 2 bbl., automatic 
trsnsmlssion, radio,, p.s.p.b. Phone 
635:4604 View at 1043 Mountainvlow 
Blvd~ (P~23) ' '" 
For "~',~;ale - 1969" Swinger ' 340 
Cha|;ger'. Red, deluxe black Interlor, 
4 speed, po~Itractlon, . direct 
s.tos.rlng, good rubl~r and point: 
$2100 or small car'or truck as •part 
trade.*: Phone ~5.5147 ' 'Ask for 
Lovern ' (P.22) ~' 
1970 heavy duty .~ ton, Ford :. extras 
home made fiberglas camper; 
sleeps seven (7) Will sell as a unit or 
eepar6tely. Phone 635-3542 or apply' 
at 4616 Soucle. (C.24) . . . .  • 
19~ Vo!kswogon,: deluxe, radio, gas 
heater;m0st sell aS owner Is leaving 
tewn."Pholie 6,~.760~ .$600'or best 
cak'h ~Offer. (P.21) 
For SoJe • 1970 Taring GT V.8 
automatic. Power steering, Pg.w~ 
brakes, radio. S37~0or Will Can!; d~" 
older oaras down payment, phone 
635.2164 (P .23)  
For Sale .1970 Meteor Rldoau $00, 3 
dr ; .  H ,T , ,  390 auto, P,S,  P .B .  
complete with .radio'. and rear', 
Ipeokel1,' .'all ' vinyl ~: uphoIst~'y..:, 
Equalizer hitch. $3000 or best offer., Ph a . 
For Salo'.'tgM Ford. t owner, good 
~econd car, winter't lres Itlcluded. 
Phone635-,~6 after'6 p:m; or~ view 
,at . : l~ Sparkes St.,(P,20).: ; ~:: , 
For Sel l ,  ThundeH~lrd•; lmma~u ate 
condlton Inllde and0ut, t~eket :i4~t;'. 
'.~nsul,,.~mpletel~t IX ver'~lglpl~l. 
F,o~, Inf6rmMl0~ phme hlon,~ or Frh: 
;'&15.1113 0r'w~kdlyd~ !fw:6 p~ &~," 
'16~-~(rp,~) ,, ~,. ,, ,.:, ...... :~. :, ~: '. 
I .1969 Ford Falcon, automatic, 
radio, new tlre.s,'one owner. ' Call' 
635-3113 from 9-S and 635-7522 after 
(CTF) 
" ~ SALVAGE 
: ~6 DIdo 
69  Dodge Monaco 
64 Chevelle 
: Conveyor 
M Felcon Wagon 
67 Intematlonai VF~O Tandum 
Dump 
Enquire Skeena Adjusters Ltd., 4742" 
Lekelse Ave. 635-2255. (CTF) 
For Sale • 1965 Galaxle 500. 59,0~0 
miles. V6 motor, now tirep, one 
owner, excellent condition. Best 
offer. Phone 5.308L (P-21) ' . 
For Sale: One 1970 Kenworth Model 
W.923 CNC excellent condition. All 
inquiries should be directed'to 635- 
3113. (CTF) ,  
For Sale ..new deluxe camper and' 
new Ford pickup for sale. Sleeps 6.. 
Phone 625.5900 (CTF) 
1971 Ford ~ Ten Crewcab 9500 
miles, as new, auto transmission, 
P.S. P.B. Radio, rear' bumper, 
mirrors, etc. Extra special prlce. 
1968 Jeep W~Bgoneel- V-6, P.B. 4 
wheel ,drive, now engine. TOp 
condition $2,250 Phone 635.3078 
(CTF) 
For Sale: 1969 Dodge pickup ~/~ ton, 
V.8, automatic, 11,500 miles, with. 
electric winch, $24000 without winch 
$2000. Can be seen at 4619 Hillcrest 
or phone 6.5757. (CTF) 
58 - Trai lers 
FOR SALE -'As new 55 x 12 custom 
built Knight mobile home. Would 
consider tradlrlg up on modern 2-3 
bedroom house in Terrace area. 
Cash for balance available. No•20 
Timberland Trailer Park. Phone 
• 635-2715• (P-22) 
For Sale 1969 12 x 56 ft. furnished 
Perkwood trailer. Full (~orpeted~ 
joey shack. View at No. 39 Tim- 
berland Trailer Court. •Phone 635- 
~_ -~_.:_~_;~ 
~F.Or Sale - 197012' x 48' Mobile Home. 
2 bedroom• View at No.12 
Timberland Trailer Court, 
Reasonably priced. (C-22) 
For Sale. lW0 12)(46 Mob e.hom..e.. 
2.bedroom. S6900 partly furnished 
Phone 635.5059'(P.~).. ' . ,  , 
For Sale~.'1969 12x51 mobile home, 
Iully furnlshed, sklrted~ complete 
'with {gay shack. Set up In private 
trailer court. Priced fol; qulck sale. 
Phone 635.3221 (P -22)  
For sa le .  8 x 24 trailer, fully 
furnished. Complete With fuel 
barrel end stand. For furthor 
information phone 635-2934 (P-23) 
N~OVING & MUST SELL 
Clean - 10 x 55 2 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up ot NO. 45'Timberland 
Trailer Park.' This unltalsohas a 6 x 
20 adiolnlng heated Ioe;/ shack. 
Phone 635-3149 (P- ": 
Buying a Mobile 
Home? 
• yoUr BEST f inancing 
comes f rom the 
Bank of Montreal 
call 635-2295 
and ask for  
T.qM NEWELL 
For Sesle • 1~ x 60 Imperial trailer. 
Situated on a 75 x 200 lot. •Address • 
1073 Sandy Blvd. Phone 635-2823 (P. 
oo) 
/~obile home parking sPace for rent. 
Completb.hook.up on large private 
lot o~1 Simpson "Ave. in Thornhlll. 
Phone 635.6732 (P.25) 
1971 Otto "Outlaw" Tent trailer, 
spare wheel and matfre~;se's. 
E~(celtent condltio~. 5500 Ph'ona~- 
.2N6 after.4'p;m;'(P-32Y :. 
For  ~;ale . 14' TeePee Holiday 
frs!ler. 'Sleepsteur. Good condition. 
.G.E. :•Americana ,~ built In 
dlshwosher. Used oneyeSr.:, Pho'n e 
~s4ms (p.ss).,: /. • .  
• ' ,  . , •', . -  
To help lower the cost of living we 
et Sunnyhlll ha'~,e redbced our 
rates effectlvq Sept. !t 1971-'" • 
Other Extras Ineiude: 
1) ,sway paved , t r~. .  
2) Close to l.sc ee ls  and 
playgrounds . . . . . .  
3) Close to downtown on paved 
roads ' 
4} LaUndromat facllltlos' 
5) Clean city water ' 
6):.,Underground ' .wir ing & 
I un6 noted amp post. qt each 
Waller spot'. " ' , .' 
7) Cement r~nways for tra(lor 
parking ~ ' • " 
For 'further Information call ot 
the oNIceNo,1 3624 Ko.lum St., 
T~'race. . " - 
XXXXXX 
.~tl~ diet; ~ :•  :',' ": + ,.'+" 
Leg.a ! 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS AND 
,OTHERS "HL=NRY GRENIER,  
DECEASED 
. -CREDITORS and o thers  
I l av ing~c la ims  aga ins t  the  
estate of Henry ,  Grenim;,  
deceased, fo rmer ly  of  Terrace,  
B.C., are required to  send full 
part iculars of such claims to 
Straith, Mclntosh and Com- 
pany;  i070 Douglas  Street ,  
Victoria,  B.C., on or  before.the 
1"41h day Of October, 1971. a f te r  
which date the  estate's assets 
wi l l  be  d i s t r ibuted ,  hav ing  
regard only to claims that have 
been rece ived.  
STRAITH, Mcl  NTOSH & 
COMPANY 
(C.22.3) :. Solicitors 
DISTRICT OF TERRA~:E 
PUBLIC NOTICE RE: 1971 
VOTERS L IST  
Resident E !ectors  - Tenant  
Electors 
Of you are  a Canadian Citizen 
or a Br'itlsh ~Subied, nineteen 
years of age, and have been a 
res ident  of  the D is t r i c t  of 
Terrace for the past six months, 
and wish te'v0teat the 1971 civic 
elections, You are required -to 
fi le a declBrat lonwlth the Clerk 
of the District. 
The I~escribed declaration 
form may be oblalned, com- 
pleted, and filed at the Civic 
Offices Monday through Fr iday 
between the hours of 9:00 a.m. 
and 5:00"p.m. fror~ the date of 
this notice until 5:00 p.m. 
September 30, 1971. The Civic 
Offices will also be open bet- 
w~=n the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 
12:00 noon on Saturday, Sep- 
tember 25,1971 for this purpose. 
Owner Electors 
Owners of proper~y in the 
District of Terrace who meet 
the  age and c i t i zensh ip  
requirements are automatical  y 
placed on the voters list and no 
declaration is required. 
Corporations 
Corporat ions  own ing  real 
property in the Municipal ity 
may by wr i t ten author i ty  ap- 
~. Pgint ,a~ agent ;a~ owner-elector 
to  vote  oh the, Jr ..,•~ei1aif, 
p rov  ldlng the appetn fee  ~meets  
the age and c l i i zensh lp  
requirements. 
Al l  dec la ra t ions  and 
authorities must be filed with 
the ~unic lpa l  Clerk prior to 
S:00 p.m. (local t.'.ne) Sep- 
tember-30, 1971. 
Dated this 7th da:, of Sep. 
tember, 1971. 
J. Hardy, Clerk 
Oistrict of Terrace 
3215 Eby Street 
(CT-24-3) Terrace,  B.C. 
LEASE 
TO BUY ALL YOU R 
OFFICE 
FURNITURE 
AND 
EQUIPNEHT 
Conee~e capital by making 
one monthly payment for ell 
your office furniture and 
equipment, • with purchase 
option a t  the 'end of three 
yearn. • 
~.  E~qu i re ,  no~ 
Printers Ud. 
• . . , , 
~;:.:.': , .. -.. . 
J . , .  , 
:WllY 
Westw~od component system.= 
Wall bnits/.:roof trusses, 
partit ions, gable ends  come 
pre-a;sembled. Much: of the 
hard work  has been done .for 
you in the fe¢lory. Wedwoed 
homes ar~ e ,the: strongest 
l imber  f~Me I lomes ,~ bui l l ;  
Over 40 m~elg-~to  chb~s~" 
f rom,  Get the facts t'~ley. '. 
• ho.e 
. , ,  ,, 
. L•  
¼ Billion 
ob ject ive  
The recently-announeed 
pollution :control objectives'for 
the forest industry: Would 
require capital expenditures of 
nearly one third e ta  billion 
dollars, according to Gordea~ 
Draeske, President of the 
Councflof the Forest Industries, 
"And even with that. 
expenditure,: •there i s ,  no 
guarantee that" the. ultimate 
objectives (.Level "A") canbe 
met technologically,% Dreseke 
added. " . . . . . . . . .  : 
The CFI ac[ed on bebalf of the 
industry during the August 1970 
hearings which have resultt~d~ 
the ~objectives published last 
week by the Pollution Control 
Branch in Victoria. 
Mr. Draeske pointed out that 
there were only minor changes 
from the draft objectives 
circulated in May, 1971; "and 
these would do little to lessen 
the :economic impact" Of the 
objectives on the in~lu'stry. 
"Non-productive capital  
expenditure on this scale would 
seriously impair the  whole 
economic structure of British 
Columbia, especially in view of 
the fact.that profitability,in the 
industry is alreadyextremely 
low. The industry has 
committed itself to spread 
$85,(}00,000 in the first five years 
of the 1970's - in itself a serious 
drain on available capital. T.his 
committed expenditure Will 
result in a considerable 
cleanup." 
Mr. Drasseke pointed outthat 
many of the Level A objectives 
, ,  v were still theoretical/` we have .. 
three mills presently being bUilt 
in B.C• which will incorporate 
the. best technology: now 
available. The engince~ hope, 
and I repeat he word h(~pe, that 
the mills.will meet all of the 
objectives Spelled out in the 
report, butuntil there is actual 
operating experience, we 
cannot be sure that Level A will 
be attainable. Needless to say 
the mills are doing their utmost 
to minimize pollution but~ very 
often ~'the pex~fo'rmance ~iof 
equipmt~nt isnot conals ter)f~ith 
claims &ade for iL Old~l; mills 
are in a:very difficult position 
and can  probably 'never be 
revised to reach Level A. 
"However, as the report 
states, each mill has separate 
prJ)blems and must he looked at  
in light of its own surroundings 
and  its own equipment 
problems., ' ~: . . : : • 
Draeseke continued, "As  a 
matter of principle we feel that 
the report should not go beyond 
the setting of objectives wl~n in 
fact parts of • it'specify that 
certain equipment, cannot be 
use& This is in reference to 
teepee burners and hydraulic 
debarkers which the revert 
recommends be outlawed. 
While an old-style teepee burner 
is an obvigus polluter, new 
techniques have been developed 
developed and several 
eom~nies have install~t, or 
have on order a modified burner 
• which greatly reddces 
emissions. 
"If the modified burners meet 
the established emission 
objectives there should he no 
need to ban them. We also 
, believe that there shouldbe no 
necessity'to abolish burners 
located in remote bush sawmills / 
where there is no adverse ffect 
on either people or the 
enviror~ent, Stich action would 
undoubtedly ~ result in 
unnecessary :mill shutdowns." 
• Otters 
l~:resident:: 
~ 1969 
I I~ I~Q on  r,J~|- • 
iVabe0uver Islemd/ 
rto,.+ ,The an in~ls  
: i~mAlas~t f i~  , il 
:re~establiEE'thb ~: 
i0/B.C: coast ~ ~sn'~ ; 
: : : .  
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at S U P E R- V A L U Th is Week,s i:Best. 
GOV'T INSPEOTEO ' . "  
o,o,oe .m F" *i 
PORK BUTT 
S 
& 
4 
. .~  la 
0 
LB, DOSTON STYLE .................................... 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, ~ 
PORK 
LOIN Roast CENTER CUT WITH TENDER T IMER ........................................ lb, 89o 
Leg-0-Pork 
WHOLE OR SHANK 
HALF lb .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . , . , . , .  , . . . , . . . . . , . . . . . .  . . . .  , . . . . , . . ,  
Pork Chops 
TENDERLOIN 
OR RIB END Ib'-, 
FRY OR BOIL 
PORK STEAKS ............... 
PORK SLOES 
STEWING FOWL 
.GOV'T INSPECTED 
• CUT UP TRAY PACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LB, 
,~B 69' SPARERIBS., 
29' 
"Wonderland of Frozen Foods 
BANQUET FROZEN .CHICKEN.  BEEF.  
MEAT P IES  TURKEY 3 8OZ ............................... FKG. 86 ~ 
BERRYLAND - FROZEN SLICED 
STRAWBERRIES 2 ,s oz. ......................... PKG. 86 ~ 
SUNNIEST - FROZEN PINK OR PLAIN 
LEMONADE 6 ,oz 96" ................................. TINS 
RICH'S RICH WHIP  
DESSERT TOPPIHG . 2 °°z" .......... PKGS 63 ~ 
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS 
63' 
BRYLCREEM 
HAIR DRESSING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  K , .o  SIZE 97"  
END 
FRUIT SALTS LA.GE SiZE 99 ~ 
JERGEHS 
LOTION .................................. , OZ. BTL. 79 D 
LAVORIS 
MOUTHWASH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : , ,oz .  OTL 79 O 
.GOV'T INSPECTED .CANADA GOOD CANADA CHOICE 
79 o "Rog . l "  PRIME RIB 
ROAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LB. 691' WITH TENDER T IMER ..:. i . . . LB '  
- - - -  - ! 
COD FILLETS 
FRESH 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . * .  . . . . . . . . .  . . * . .  . . . . . . . .  LB. 
- -  - I 
FROM NABOB 
NABOB - REGULAR OR F INE GRIND 
DOFFEE .............. ,LB. FKG. 95' 'L"q,89PKG 
NABOB. WEST.  I N S T A N T  2Sc COIN PACK 
OOFFEE NUGGETS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1OOZ. JAR *1,69 
NABOB~S SUNGOLD - FLAVOR" ALL FLAVORS 
ORY'STALS 3 '  ENV.Ona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  PKG. I~U 
NABOB - ALL FLAVORS 
JELLY POWDERS 12 'Oz ' ,00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P K G S .  • 
ITEMS YOU'LL NEED 
NABOB - 3 FRUIT  OR SEVILLE ORANGE 
MARMALADE 
• . . • , • . • T • ' 
....................................... 24 OZ, TI N 
MOM'S 
MARGARINE 
Lynn Valley Peas, Cut Wax Beans, Cut Green,Beans 
V E G E T A B L E S ? m ciln .......... 
59' 
CAPRI -WHITE  OR COLORED NALLEYS-  POL ISK I  
........................................ 3-LB ,  
49' 
85 
6 Sl 14 OZ JAR i 
BATHROOM TISSUE ................ 6 T O  o L KL .c__o__ .o..s DIL PiO ES 
KRAFT ................................ 6 '~"JGf Sl ,OO 
NALLEY"s HOT OR MILD NABOB - CHOICE  
o,,,, o, .., ......... ,,oz,,. TOMATOES . . . . . . . . .  T I N  . MAPLE LEAF  " . . .~  " , .  
LARD ................................... § ;~'. Sl,0O . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ....,.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . .  . . . .  , . . .  48 OZ. JAR 
2 76 28 OZ. TINS 
(B.C. Grown) 
O.uoumbers 
2 ,o. 29' 
. . -  0UTSPAN 
Oranges 
, . , ,  , . ,  . . 
7 .os q,O0 
• , • . . . 
P'Ric ES" EFFI~CTIVE 
T- ,d . .  So~t. ~ 21 to sii.;~ sept. 26 
ht To Limit Quantities-; 
LOCAL 
Oelery 
! 1  
6 LB, 
° .  
GOLD HARVEST 
Raisins • 
In 49 ! OZ 
B ] mg i  mP 
COFFEE MATE {A...,o. '1 " .  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . .  16OZ. JAR 
INSTANT OHOOOLAI'E ~o..c.oco '~* . . . "  . . . . . .  . . . .  ' . . ' .  . . . . .  ~ . . . [ . .~ . ;  . . . .  .~ . . .  1 LB. TIN 
TEA BAGS ,u ;~VA,~ . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ,o'.~o 
- , v .  
13 Of the World's Greatest Giassios : 
, ? , / ,  - 
. ,  . .  _ 
- *.emTVPE .aim neT 
i *  I 
, BIG EXTRAS. 
• .FULLY ILLUSTRATED .HARDCOVER .~ " . . . .  , ~ ~.~'  . -  
• COMPLETE AND UHABRIDGED .PERFECT GIFT .. 
i THIS WEEKS VOLUME 20,000 LEAGE LEAGUES UNDER" THE'SEA/ EA.. ,1 
" 1 . . . ~  
